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Executive Summary

On January 22, 2018, the People’s Republic of China formally invited countries in Latin America and the Caribbean to join its Belt and Road initiative (BRI). Although the invitation did not amount to adding countries in the region to the USD 40bn Silk Road Fund, it portends the BRI’s full embrace of the globe as a whole. Created in 2013 at the instigation of Xi Jinping and then named the One Belt, One Road Initiative (OBOR), the BRI has mainly been seen as an endeavor to secure steady supplies of raw materials, principally from Africa and the Middle East, and to tie the economic fates of its Asian neighbors to that of China.

The rationale of the extension of the BRI across the Pacific and into the Caribbean raises questions among pundits and policy-makers alike. For instance, neither the Pacific nor the Caribbean is highly promising in terms of critical raw materials. In absence of an evident economic rationale, speculation about Chinese engagement has focused on political motives. Indeed, there is still a number of islands in both the South Pacific and the Caribbean that maintain ties with the Republic of China (Taiwan). Another motivation could be to win over support at the international level for China’s bid for global hegemony, which is deemed relatively easy given the small size of the economies concerned and the deep pockets that Beijing has available. Other reasons mentioned are gaining goodwill, and the desire to be recognized as a global power. Besides this, the infrastructure projects also gain economic windfalls.

This study aims to understand the consequences of China’s dealings with Small Island Developing States (SIDS) in the South Pacific and the Caribbean. China’s engagement with the outside world is chiefly driven by economic gains (“win-wins” as the Chinese themselves like to say) and to increase geopolitical security. Friend and foe agree that China is making significant inroads in both the Caribbean and the South Pacific.

China in the Caribbean

China has not officially integrated the area into the Belt and Road Initiative (except for Trinidad and Tobago). Bilateral arrangements are preferred in most of its engagements in the region, due to the fact that CARICOM, the region’s leading interstate arrangement, also includes countries that recognize Taiwan. China’s role in the region is operationalized by focusing on trade (still relatively modest), investing...
in and carrying out infrastructure projects, the provision of cheap and opaque loans to governments or private companies, and the purchase of fossil fuels or other raw materials, albeit on a small scale.

It can be said that in various ways, China is the ‘only game in town’ in the Caribbean these days. It has quickly established itself as an important power in the Caribbean region with great levels of visibility. Its increasing engagement with the Caribbean is often framed as a ‘stepping into a void’, left by world powers like the USA and the EU. However, rather than imposing itself on small Caribbean nations, China is being actively courted by these nations, mostly because of its competitive offerings and because of a lack of interest from Western countries. At the same time, there are no evident signs that an inability of servicing Chinese loans is used for gaining political leverage, neither that more engagement with Chinese partners has led to higher levels of corruption. However, the inflow of Chinese workers, poor quality of work and lack of local profit does cause resentment in Caribbean Countries, inducing a rise in xenophobia.

In the military realm, China shows moderate though increasing activity in the Caribbean. This includes the donation of inexpensive supply of military equipment and training for officers from the region in China. So far, no permanent military bases have been established in the region. The United States thus remains still by far the biggest and most active military actor in the region, mainly because of “the war on drugs.”

Overall conclusions regarding the Caribbean are:

• As China deepens its engagement with the region, Caribbean countries may become more dependent on Beijing, a development which is further amplified by the fact that many countries in the region suffer from chronic indebtedness and have poor governance environments.
• However, Chinese predominance is not a foregone conclusion in that civil society in various countries in the region is likely to continue to push back and hold elites accountable.
• At the same time, an increasing Chinese presence in terms of imported workers could exacerbate social tensions and perhaps violence.
• China’s military and navy in particular appear to be careful not to become too visibly present in the Caribbean. First, it could lead to a response from the United States. Second, local military leaderships are not yet ‘sold’ on the idea of engaging with the Chinese armed forces. Their loyalty to Beijing is far from guaranteed.
China in the South Pacific

Although China does not follow an official strategy in the South Pacific, its extended presence in the South Pacific can be seen as an attempt to prepare the ground for making the region the next leg of the BRI. Beijing’s diplomatic efforts focus on strengthening the bilateral relations and deepening its engagement in the region. In doing so it seems there is a greater interest in countries that show higher degrees of political instability. In contrast to the Caribbean, the Taiwan issue is of greater importance in this region.

China’s role in the region is operationalized by focusing on trade, which has seen a boom during the last 10 years. Furthermore, as in the Caribbean, Beijing is investing in and carrying out infrastructure projects. These projects are subject to stronger Chinese involvement and control. It provides loans against non-transparent terms to local governments or private companies.

In comparison to its engagement in the Caribbean, China’s military posture in the South Pacific appears to be more robust. This is partly because it considers the islands in the region instrumental for its (future) military ambitions, and thus its security interests. Secondly, it feels less inhibited in relation to Australia than it does vis-a-vis the United States in the Caribbean. Indebtedness to China is now likely used as a lever to gain concessions on military cooperation, for instance to obtain docking rights for its navy. Although denied by both countries, there is strong evidence for a potential permanent Chinese military base in Vanuatu; the second Chinese overseas permanent stronghold after Djibouti.

Overall conclusions regarding the South Pacific are:

- As China deepens its engagement with the region, particularly in (but not limited to) the economic sphere, Pacific Island countries may feel more indebted to Beijing and choose to side with China in international fora, such as the UN General Assembly.
- At the same time, despite political allegiance and/or the situation of indebtedness, regional partners are not always fully in line with China’s stance. China’s increasing presence and support provided to regional fora has given Beijing more opportunities to promote its views and facilitate access for Chinese businesses.
- Looking ahead, given the region’s interest in benefiting from the BRI initiative, China is all but certain to boost its economic, political but also military position in the region.
- In responding to China’s engagement, Australia and New Zealand are taking active measures to try and keep various of the island nations on ‘their side’, including through security arrangements.
Dutch interests in the Caribbean

Looking at the Caribbean part of the Kingdom of the Netherlands, apart from the interest in tourism infrastructure on St. Maarten and the oil refineries on Aruba and Curacao, there are no major Chinese involvements identified on the islands. This is partly the case because of the dependency of the islands on the European part of the Kingdom, and that China’s influence is much bigger in key locations such as Jamaica and Trinidad. However, due to the strategic location of the islands -especially Aruba and Curacao- in relation to Venezuela, it cannot be excluded that China will seek to gain a bigger stake in the islands in the future.

Overall, in both regions, China might have established a policy to win plaudits for its approach for some time to come. However, China’s soft power in the region is very fragile. One major mishap might destroy its reputation beyond repair. China may thus seem to have the field to itself, but it is still walking on a tightrope.
1. Introduction

On January 22, 2018, the People’s Republic of China formally invited countries in Latin America and the Caribbean to join its Belt and Road initiative (BRI). The occasion was the second meeting of the Community of Latin American and Caribbean States (CELAC), a body that was consciously created to exclude the United States, and thus to serve as an alternative to the long-established Organization of American States (OAS). Although the invitation did not amount to adding countries in the region to the USD 40bn Silk Road Fund, it portends the BRI’s full embrace of the globe as a whole. Created in 2013 at the instigation of Xi Jinping and then named the One Belt, One Road Initiative (OBOR), the BRI has mainly been seen as an endeavor to secure steady supplies of raw materials, principally from Africa and the Middle East, and to tie the economic fates of its Asian neighbors to that of China.

The rationale of the extension of the BRI across the Pacific and into the Caribbean raises questions among pundits and policy-makers alike. For instance, neither the Pacific nor the Caribbean is highly promising in terms of critical raw materials. Some countries harbor some quantities - Trinidad and Tobago has a modest oil industry - but on a global scale, their amounts are “too small and limited to offer much by way of economic incentives for the Chinese” as one observer notes. Indeed, only 0.012% of all of China’s raw materials imports hail from the Caribbean (2016). In terms of trade, the smaller Caribbean and Pacific islands only represent a combined GDP of about 75bn (2016). This study thus aims to understand the consequences of China’s dealings with Small Island Developing States (SIDS) in the South Pacific and the Caribbean. Will corruption become more entrenched or even worse? Can we expect a militarization of these islands? And, most germane to Dutch policy-makers, will these developments replicate themselves in the Dutch Caribbean? At the same time, one should not discount the possibility that China could still develop as a security partner.

---

4 For the purposes of this study, we focus on independent island nations being in the Caribbean and the South Pacific: Antigua & Barbuda; Bahamas; Barbados; Dominica; Grenada; Haiti; Jamaica; St. Kitts; St. Lucia; St. Vincent & Grenadines; Trinidad & Tobago; Fiji; Kiribati; Marshall Islands; Micronesia (federated states); Nauru; Palau; Samoa; Solomon Islands; Tonga; Tuvalu; Vanuatu.
for the Netherlands, for instance in relation to resolving the situation in Venezuela, or in supporting efforts to mitigate the effects of climate change.

In absence of an evident economic rationale, speculation about Chinese engagement has focused on political motives. For instance, there is still a number of islands in both the South Pacific and the Caribbean that maintain ties with the Republic of China (Taiwan). Another motivation could be to win over support at the international level for China’s bid for global hegemony, which is deemed relatively easy given the small size of the economies concerned and the deep pockets that Beijing has available.

But no matter Beijing’s motivations, friend and foe agree that China is making significant inroads in both regions. Indeed, it can be said that in various ways, China is the ‘only game in town’ in the Caribbean these days. However, given China’s patchy track record in extending the BRI into Africa and in view of concerns about China’s engagement in Eastern Europe and Western Balkans, there is a need for a better understanding of the why and the how of China’s forays, and what will be their (geo-) political implications.

In the first part of this study, we will briefly examine China’s BRI strategy and how it is being extended towards the South Pacific and Caribbean. Subsequently, we look more in depth at how China’s forays in these two regions are materializing, and the political and security implications they bring. This is followed by three case studies focusing on Jamaica, Trinidad & Tobago, and Fiji.

---

2. China and the BRI

It is hardly an exaggeration to say that the ‘rejuvenation’ of China is among the most momentous socio-economic and political developments of our time. Indeed, the shift of power to the East cannot help but affect all parts of the world sooner or later. From the Chinese perspective though, this shift is merely a restoration of power relations as they had existed before about 1800.

It is a time-honored tradition to note that in restoring itself to its righteous position in the community of nations - namely, at its center - China is showing lots of patience and taking a long-term view going beyond decades. For our purposes, this is important because it helps to put in perspective Beijing’s current approach to the global institutional architecture, anchored in organizations such as the United Nations (UN), the World Bank, and the World Trade Organization (WTO). While the UN is largely uncontroversial in Beijing, global institutions that have traditionally underpinned the so-called ‘Washington Consensus’ have been perceived more critically.

In a way, this is reflective of the fact that in the postwar era, China has been a leading ‘developing nation’ and is still classified as such for the sake of the WTO, in spite of its rapid growth. In this role, it has been able to act as a spokesperson for countries from the Global South, and has been instrumental in coalescing opposition to ‘neoliberal conditionality’ policies through the BRICS arrangement. As Martin Jacques noted some years ago, “China’s criticism of the Western-dominated international system and its governing institutions strikes a strong chord with the developing world at a time when these institutions are widely recognized to be unrepresentative and seriously flawed.”

In fact, it can be argued that China had been positioning itself as a veritable alternative to the Washington-dominated order, an approach which subsequently acquired the sobriquet of ‘Beijing Consensus.’ By posing as a provider of alternative development aid, focused on infrastructure rather than, say, improving good governance,

---

6 The term used for the historical exhibition on the rise of China in Beijing’s National Museum on Tiananmen Square.
benefited, and continues to benefit, from being perceived by developing countries as anti-Western in the same way that the United States benefited from being seen as anti-colonialist during the Cold War.

This ideological positioning began to change in the past few years as the Western world seemed to enter a mode of self-destruction, epitomized by US President Donald Trump’s reneging on international trade agreements, and Europe’s fissuring as a result of the financial crisis and Brexit. In short, where the West began to hedge against the outside world, China started to embrace it. This shift was best captured in President Xi Jinping’s speech at the World Economic Forum in 2017\(^\text{10}\) in which he stood up in defense of the global economic architecture.

In a way, it underlined the fact that China had actually started to benefit from rules that were once drawn up by Western hegemons in Bretton Woods and beyond. Indeed, China consciously set out to make trade, loans, and investments the centerpiece of its foreign strategy, taking full advantage of the international financial architecture. Already in 1999, China issued its ‘Go Out’ policy to encourage investments abroad.\(^\text{11}\) The showcase of China’s involvement in the 1990s and the first decade of the 21st century has been Africa, where it built up a formidable but also at times controversial track record. China’s forays into Africa were primarily driven by the need to secure raw materials,\(^\text{12}\) and also to control strategic world markets, for instance in relation to rare earth elements (REEs).

The big question is what China’s long-term strategy is, and this is also the question posed by observers in the Caribbean. China’s reassertion is frequently cast in a historical perspective. Until the late Manchu empire, China regarded itself as ‘the Middle Empire’, one which expected other nations to pay tribute to it, sometimes in the literal sense of the word. As Jacques wrote, “A fundamental feature of the tributary state system was the enormous inequality between China and all other nations in its orbit, and this inequality was intrinsic to the stability that characterized the system for so long.”\(^\text{13}\) Hence, for most of its history, China’s leaders did not accept the principle of sovereign equality, now a cornerstone of the UN-based world order.

The way the Belt and Road Initiative is presently unfolding suggests to many that a reconstitution of the old tributary order could be China’s long-term objective.\(^\text{14}\) What is more, while various countries in the South Pacific and Caribbean appreciate China’s


\(^{12}\) Jacques, Martin. When China Rules the World: The Rise of the Middle Kingdom and the End of the Western World. p. 188

\(^{13}\) Ibid. p. 375

largesse, they also recognize the dangers of creating new dependencies.\[^{15}\] This is partly driven by the notion that it is sometimes believed that China’s friendly trade facade hides more sinister objectives: “using civil actors to promote political ends’, CCP united front officials and their agents try to develop relationships with foreign and overseas Chinese personages (the more influential the better) to influence, subvert, and if necessary, bypass the policies of their governments and promote the interests of the CCP globally.”\[^{16}\] Hence, when the BRI comes to embrace the world as a whole, it becomes all the more important to craft effective political strategies on how to deal with China.

### 2.1 China’s Eastern strategy

China’s engagement with the outside world is chiefly driven by economic gains (“win-wins” as the Chinese themselves like to say\[^{17}\]) and to increase geopolitical security. These have provided the main impetus behind the BRI scheme, which was initially focused on areas west of China. As a result, the Pacific and Latin American and the Caribbean have not figured largely in China’s strategic vision. For the South Pacific, there is as of today no formal strategy in place. The closest equivalent is in fact the China-Pacific Islands Countries Economic Development and Cooperation Forum, which was created in 2006. It focuses mainly on trade, but also on tourism and disaster relief.\[^{18}\]

In relation to the Caribbean, in 2013 the situation was that “there have been few signs of China exerting political sway apart from on the Taiwan issue, and little indication that Beijing has a special ‘Caribbean policy’ separate from its wider strategy in Latin America, which is primarily driven by its thirst for commodities and markets.”\[^{19}\] This has changed markedly over the past years, and culminated in China’s official Latin American and Caribbean Strategy, issued in 2016.\[^{20}\]

At the core of this strategy is a raft of proposals for economic cooperation including financial cooperation in the shape of loans, the creation of Renminbi clearing

---

15 Interview
arrangements, support for infrastructure development, energy cooperation, and, in a rare departure from the generic tone of the document, climate change cooperation, given the ‘special concerns’ faced by Caribbean islands. The strategy also has a section on military cooperation, which stresses ‘friendly exchanges’ between defense forces, as well as judicial cooperation on issues such as ‘economic crimes.’

At the same time, the strategy cannot hide that by far the largest share of China’s trade has been going to the region’s southern cone rather than to the Caribbean, with the latter exporting only just over USD 1.5bn to China between 2010-2016--just 0.26% of all Latin American exports to China. In total, the Caribbean only represents 0.017% of all imports to China (2016). A similar picture applies to foreign direct investment (FDI) by China in the region, made up of loans and investment (mainly) in infrastructure projects which, apart from two specific destinations, have been puny overall. Nevertheless, Barbados Foreign Minister Maxine McClean recently said that there is a sense that extension of the BRI to the region is “critical for all CELAC member-states ‘as a whole.’”

In regards to the Caribbean itself, separate from Latin America as a whole, it cannot be said that there is a discernible Chinese strategy that drives its activities in the region. This is not just the case in the economic realm, but also in the security realm. Where for instance around East Africa, China has an interest to participate in anti-piracy missions, and where in the Middle East, it has at least a moderate interest in becoming involved in regional diplomatic peace efforts, there are no such compelling interests for China in the seas between Miami and Maracaibo. As one regional observer said, the region “will never become a priority;” neither for Western powers and nor, so it seems, for China.

However, presuming that China is taking a long term view on the region, then things look rather different. The Soviet experience in the Caribbean can then be instructive indeed. As two analysts wrote back in 2013: “The Soviets, (...) “knew the Panama Canal was essential for moving US naval vessels (...) US oil imports arrived at Gulf of Mexico refineries via Caribbean waterways,” and that “in the event of war, the

25 Interview
Soviets reasoned they could disrupt these transportation lines, harm the US economy, and distract attention from Europe.” The symbolism of the canal is such that the Panamanian government “has quietly leased the Chinese a huge building plot (...) at the mouth of the canal, to use as the site of a new Embassy. Sailors on every ship in the canal will see the proof of China’s rising power, as they enter a waterway that once symbolized the global influence of the United States.” It is thus quite possible that China is using a surreptitious long term strategy to bind various Caribbean nations to it by making them part of the Belt and Road Initiative in such a way that the United States (and Europe) will only realize their strategy when it is too late. And the more forceful way that China is going about in the South Pacific can then be seen as a harbinger of what might come to the Caribbean.

But rather than China pushing its way into the region, it is strategic neglect by the Western powers that today drives many Caribbean nations into the arms of China. And rather than ignoring these nations, China is taking the opportunity to develop many new friendships at what turns out to be little cost. The consequence is that China is expected to remain a force to be reckoned with in the region for many years to come. But while China’s regional strategy may still be vague and its commitment to including the region, as well as the South Pacific, as an integral part of the Belt and Road Initiative, equivocal, the Caribbean itself is beginning to define a common strategy towards the behemoth from Beijing. The European Union and its member states should take note of this development.

---


3. China in the Caribbean

3.1 Aims and Objectives

China's foreign engagements are different. Different in where they take place, how they take place, and why they take place. In terms of where, it is striking that China has built large embassies in about every single country in the region, and thus seems not to be ‘picking winners’ among them. The embassies are only one manifestation of China’s ubiquitous presence in the region: for it has also built resorts in the Bahamas, Jamaica and St. Maarten; hospitals in Trinidad, Dominica and St. Kitts; sports stadiums in Antigua and Grenada; roads in Guyana and Suriname and government buildings in Jamaica and Trinidad.

The how is also different. Rather than working through the traditional multilateral lenders, the Chinese have a predilection for bilateral deals with a mix of gifts and loans, of which the precise terms often remain hazy, even for the local cognoscenti. The loans are often provided at below-market price interest rates or involve no-bid contracts. In the execution, Chinese companies - mostly huge state-owned enterprises - often try to keep as much control as they can, and limit local involvement.

The why question is arguably the most intriguing. One observer affirmed that “[n]early every island in the Caribbean, from the smallest on up, currently has a substantial investment from China,” However, “[i]t seems that what nobody knows is what is motivating China.”

Several answers have been proffered to date. From a geopolitical perspective, it could be that China is playing a ‘tit-for-tat’ game with the United States in plying waters which America has regarded as its preserve since the days of the Monroe Doctrine, all because of America’s naval presence in the South China Sea. One military analyst noted that “China’s increased presence in Caribbean affairs can be understood as a...
subtle jab at American Western Hemisphere dominance at a time when Washington is pushing Beijing in the South China Sea.” However, this argument seems to be overstated and not comport with the evidence at sea level (so far), even if China’s business logic might reflect the region’s strategic value, as China watcher Evan Ellis concluded.

A second argument is that China is merely trying to garner goodwill in the region, possibly for the sake of building up diplomatic support. Indeed, Richard Bernal, the doyen of Chinese-Caribbean relations, believes that “China’s motivation for targeting the Caribbean is diplomatic.” A Chinese scholar noted back in 2006 that since “in the current UN system, each member country has one vote [...] China should win the support of Caribbean countries on many issues.”

Thirdly, the Taiwan recognition issue is often mentioned as an argument. Common reasoning is that Caribbean countries which still recognize the Republic of China (Taiwan, ROC) as the sole government of China regret missing out and the People’s Republic (PRC) largesse extended to neighbors who recognize Beijing, and that this would prod them to switch their allegiance. The reality is more complicated. There are examples of countries which were showered with gifts from China subsequent to recognizing the Beijing government, as was the case with the Bahamas in 1997, which was given a new stadium “in part [as a] reward for breaking ties with Taiwan.” Dominica in 2004 provides a similar example. St. Lucia, a country which had switched its allegiance from Taipei to Beijing in 1996 and reversed this decision in 2007 saw the construction of a hospital being halted by the PRC. The reverse has also happened: Grenada, which switched its allegiance towards the PRC in 2007, was subsequently sued by the government of Taiwan for refusing to restructure debt issued by Taipei.

At the same time, there are also less straightforward examples. For instance, Haiti, a diplomatic ally of Taiwan, has received significant Chinese investments, perhaps as

---

34 Interview
37 Fieser, Ezra. “Why Is China Spending Billions in the Caribbean?”
42 “Public Sector Debt in the Caribbean: An Agenda for Reduction and Sustainability.” p. 127
part of an effort to make Port-au-Prince reconsider its ties. Panama, a country which only recognized Beijing in 2017, ironically got more out of China in 11 months than countries such as Costa Rica or Colombia have received from China in decades. A country such as St. Vincent and the Grenadines even cultivates a sense of pride in its ties with Taiwan. While the opposition there suggested in a recent electoral campaign to switch allegiance, this gained little support. Meanwhile, Taiwan is determined to maintain its diplomatic foothold in the region, and is prepared to spend significantly as a result. In most other parts of the world, it would not succeed, but given the size of the regional economies, Taiwan manages to hold on.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>China</th>
<th>Taiwan</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Antigua and Barbuda</td>
<td>St. Vincent and the Grenadines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Bahamas</td>
<td>St. Kitts and Nevis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbados</td>
<td>Haiti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuba</td>
<td>St. Lucia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dominica</td>
<td>Belize</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grenada</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guyana</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jamaica</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suriname</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trinidad &amp; Tobago</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dominican Republic</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This brief overview shows that there is no simple one-to-one relationship between Chinese economic engagement with countries in the Caribbean and recognition of Taipei. What is more, “most of the recent investment [since 2012] has been in countries that already recognized China.” Hence, investments for the sake of changing allegiances is far from being a consistently compelling explanation. Nevertheless, the idea floated by some local insiders that the Taiwan issue is not a major driver of China’s regional foreign policy anymore may be a premature conclusion.

46 Archibold, Randal C. “U.S. Alert as China’s Cash Buys Inroads in Caribbean.” Interview
47 The Economist. “A Chinese Beachhead?”
48 Interviews
Finally, economic ties can also be pursued for their own sake. One World Bank economist argues a key reason for China's outward economic engagement is that “[i]ts own growth is slowing down as investment opportunities within the country are diminishing and as the rapid aging of its population has led to the labor force peaking in size and starting to decline. Earnings on overseas investments could help China finance its public pension system and the safety net more broadly.” The argument that the questionable profitability of many of China’s projects makes for a bad economic proposition was dismissed by one interviewee who noted that “China has undertaken many dozens of large-scale economic ventures around the world. It does not matter much if some fail. It’s a matter of entrepreneurial risk-taking.”

In the Caribbean, China’s ambitions with the digging of a second transcontinental canal across Nicaragua suggests that this region has significant potential as a transshipment hub, and that it can perhaps take up its old role as a “crossroads of empires” once more. Ironically, it is the proximity of the US market which makes this only more interesting. As Richard Bernal noted, “Caribbean countries could be attractive as production platforms for exports to the United States, Canada, and the European Union.” Indeed, a Chinese vessel was the first to cross the recently expanded existing canal.

Interestingly, the natural resources indigenous to the region are not as significant to China. As the New York Times noted, “its presence in the Caribbean derives mainly from long-term economic ventures, like tourism and loans, and potential new allies that are inexpensive to win over, analysts say.” In the end though, says Ronald Sanders, a respected observer of Caribbean politics, “China expects that the money it has invested in Latin American countries will give it returns not only in political

---

52 This argument is reminiscent of an argument made in Daniel Kahneman’s Thinking Fast and Slow: “Richard Thaler tells of a discussion about decision making he had with the top managers of the 25 divisions of a large company. He asked them to consider a risky option in which, with equal probabilities, they could lose a large amount of the capital they controlled or earn double that amount. None of the executives was willing to take such a dangerous gamble. Thaler then turned to the CEO of the company, who was also present, and asked for his opinion. Without hesitation, the CEO answered, ‘I would like all of them to accept their risks.’ In the context of that conversation, it was natural for the CEO to adopt a broad frame that encompassed all 25 bets. Like Sam facing 100 coin tosses, he could count on statistical aggregation to mitigate the overall risk.” See p. 341
57 Archibold, Randal C. “U.S. Alert as China’s Cash Buys Inroads in Caribbean.”
influence on issues that are important to China in the international community, but also in financial benefits.” 58

But of course, this also requires consolidating its gains, and being able to rely on the local political classes. The types of economic engagements that China has undertaken so far do seem to demonstrate that this is a concern to the Beijing leadership. Thus, its engagements are at times highly strategic also from a political point of view, and are outlined in the next section.

3.2 China’s Economic Engagement in the Caribbean

China’s increasing economic engagement with the Caribbean is often framed as ‘stepping into a void’ left by the United States: “China’s influence in the Caribbean has grown at a time that the USA and Europe have a reduced appetite for trade and investment in the region, as well as for granting aid.” 59 The disconnect between Washington and the region was poignantly illustrated when former Secretary of State Rex Tillerson reminded his Latin American audience in a summit meeting in January 2018 of the Monroe Doctrine, long seen in the region as an imperialist device, whilst at the same time warning against “‘imperial’ Chinese trade ambitions.” 60 Relations between the Caribbean and their former European masters are generally better, but in general, do not represent serious competition to Chinese trade and investment initiatives in the region, which is “the only game in town” today. 61

3.2.1 Growth in Trade and Investments

Indeed, economic figures show that Chinese economic involvement in the region has sharply increased in the past decade. The Caribbean Development Bank (CDB) calculated that among its member states, “total merchandise trade with China, which includes imports and exports, increased from USD 167mn in the year 2000, to USD 1,731mn in the year 2014, which corresponds to a 18.2% annual growth rate.” 62 Looking at the countries selected for this study yields the picture below.
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As a share of total trade (exports/imports) between China and the Latin American region, the Caribbean share is rather modest (around 2.3bn in 2017), given that in 2016, the figure for the entire region amounted to over USD 200bn. Meanwhile (outward) FDI by China in the region as a whole reached about USD 11bn (2015), most of which was focused on the raw materials industry in countries such as Brazil, Peru and Argentina. An overview of (O)FDI inflows into the region between 2001-2016 shows that Jamaica (USD 4.9bn), Barbados (USD 2.6bn) and Trinidad and Tobago (USD 1.4bn) are the largest recipients among the smaller islands considered in this study (see below).
Figure 2. China OFDI by destination country (2001-2016)

Given the small share of China’s OFDI (outward foreign direct investment = FDI ‘exported’ by China) going to the Caribbean, the CDB noted that “there is room for improvement.”68 Also, in spite of China’s rapidly growing trade with the Caribbean, its relative share remains modest.

Figure 3. Chinese Trade with Selected Caribbean Countries. Where 100% is total trade (imports and exports combined) per country/year is shown, and the percentage share for China, Europe, the rest of the world, and the U.S..

Hence, the trade and FDI figures only tell part of the story about Chinese economic engagement. Partly, this is because reported figures may not always reflect actual amounts. Another is that much of the economic activity is not registered in terms of trade or investments, but for instance in grants or loans. In that sense, China’s approach has also evolved over the years. Where since the 1990s, the focus was mainly
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on trade, it shifted to OFDI in the wake of the global economic crisis, and since 2013, has focused more on infrastructure projects.\textsuperscript{69}

China’s economic involvement can rightly be qualified as a two-way street: for China, it has been a way to utilize its accumulated reserves in emerging markets. The Caribbean nations see it as an increasingly viable alternative to looming protectionism, especially in the United States.\textsuperscript{70} However, China’s approach is not without its problems and risks. One is that loans, which are the most frequently used instrument by China, exacerbate a country’s indebtedness.\textsuperscript{71} This is especially a problem for countries such as Jamaica, which have suffered from crippling debt burdens for decades.\textsuperscript{72} But for many countries, loans are often the best option. China offers them at lower rates than available at international markets or offered by multilateral agencies. But even a low-interest loan (2.5%) that was accepted by the finance minister in Barbados led to the opposition fearing further indebtedness.\textsuperscript{73} Meanwhile, an alternative such as entering public-private partnerships is at times seen as a “sell-out of the country.”\textsuperscript{74}

Indebtedness is something that IMF chief Christine Lagarde warned against in a speech, noting that “[i]n countries where public debt is already high, careful management of financing terms is critical. This will protect both China and partner governments from entering into agreements that will cause financial difficulties in the future.”\textsuperscript{75} In fact, low-interest loans help to edge out multilateral lenders such as the World Bank, IADB (now IDB) and regional organizations such as the Caribbean Development Bank. In 2016, total loans disbursed by the China Development Bank and Ex-Im Bank outstripped those of the World Bank and IDB together.\textsuperscript{76} The consequence is that conditionality aimed at the long-term viability of development projects are often no longer part of a package, since Chinese enterprises often do not include such terms. There is a sense, however, that the multilateral lenders accept that this is a new reality that they have to deal with.\textsuperscript{77}
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3.2.2 How the Chinese Operate

Within the Caribbean, Chinese operators predominantly work on a bilateral basis. One reason for this could be that, in fact, there are no real multilateral options available for China, since CARICOM, the region’s leading interstate arrangement, also includes members that recognize Taiwan, precluding the Chinese from working with this forum.78 However, since China recently concluded an MoU with the CDB, which also has pro-Taiwan members in its ranks, it is not evident that this is an insurmountable obstacle.79

For China, a bilateral approach also has the advantage that it creates competition between the Caribbean nations seeking assistance from China.80 Above all, a bilateral approach offers more room for setting specific conditions, leaving often even local experts in the dark about the precise terms of government contracts agreed with Chinese counterparts.81 For local governments, a bilateral approach can allow for “greater self interest” to prevail.82

Regarding “procedural requirements, [China] may appear a little bit easier to deal with”, one financial expert told HCSS.83 In addition, for Chinese companies, it is often easier to secure financing from their government than it is for US companies from their government, giving the former an extra advantage.84 Capitalizing on this approach, China’s bilateral approach has long been known as ‘chequebook diplomacy.’85 Today however, given China’s presumed long-term strategy, it can be characterized as a ‘patient capital’ approach.86

Another issue is that Chinese companies continue to prefer to work with Chinese employees, rather than to hire locals. This is a practice that has also been seen in other parts of the world, including in Africa. Back in 2009, a Chinese researcher found that sending Chinese workers abroad could be a way to “solve the problem of Chinese unemployment.”87 A recent report also concluded that “[s]ince China has (...) surplus
labor, (...) “tied deals” would seem to serve Chinese interests.” More frequently though, it is said that Chinese workers are sent for two reasons. One is because of work ethic, and another is control over terms of employment.

Regarding work ethics, Sir Ronald Sanders, a commentator on Caribbean issues, wrote that a Chinese academic was once told by a former Chinese ambassador to the Caribbean that “the region has “a two-party system” - one party during the day and another party at night,” implying “that Caribbean workers prefer to ‘party’ than to work.” It has to be recognized,” Sanders added, “that Caribbean workers will also have to improve their performance if they are to compete in a global market where costs and output are crucial factors in production.” Local interlocutors also acknowledged this as an issue, with one of them noting that “when I went home, I saw Chinese workers arrive at the construction site for the night shift,” something unthinkable for local workers.

Workers’ rights are another bone of contention. For instance, “[Chinese companies] are pressured by Caribbean governments to deliver projects quickly and they cannot do so without importing Chinese workers to whom they do not apply the labor laws and practices of Caribbean countries.” At the same time, a US-based Chinese academic acknowledged that bringing in cheap labor from China is a prime reason for Chinese companies operating abroad to hire their compatriots. Even more so, “Chinese investments [are] oftentimes conditioned upon the acceptance of some amount of Chinese labor. While this should not be to the detriment of qualified local labor, labor cost efficiencies can be a conflicting issue in some cases.”

Such practices have led to resentment on various occasions. For instance, in Trinidad, the construction of a hospital by the China Railway Construction Corporation, a company that is being investigated in China itself, was being criticized by a local labor rights defender: “This is the third hospital being built by foreign contractors. It is disturbing that large sums of money are to be paid to foreigners and yet not a single child from our universities will have the opportunity to design a ward or a driveway or a building of that hospital.”
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One solution to this problem is the imposition of local content rules. In Barbados, for the rebuilding of Sam Lord’s Castle, a resort which had burnt down in 2015, the Chinese constructor Complan agreed to a 60/40 workers agreement, with the bulk of the work to be done by local workers.95 In the Bahamas, a 50/50 deal was reached on the building of a large resort: “The Bahamas agreed to allow up to 8,000 foreign workers, most of them Chinese, to work on the project in stages, but it also required employment for 4,000 Bahamians, dampening concerns that Chinese workers were taking jobs. American companies will also take part in building and running it.”96 In general, “Caribbean officials and peoples have tended to view China favorably except when it comes to tensions created by thousands of imported Chinese laborers doing jobs which local workers feel they could have performed.”97

Apart from using imported laborers, there is an added issue of such workers staying behind. In Roseau, Dominica, it is said that “[s]o many [Chinese businesses] have opened (...) that local merchants have complained about being squeezed out.”98 What is more, Chinese laborers who settle down on the islands “could cause potential demographic shifts among the small population of the islands of the region where even small numbers could have a significant impact.”99 Ironically, this did not stop the government from creating a scheme by selling passports to Chinese citizens for USD 200,000.100

A final issue are claims that projects done by Chinese contractors disproportionately suffer from defects, either during the construction phase or thereafter. One local constructor from Trinidad complained that “Chinese construction has been a disaster for national development, for the local construction sector and for local labor, and no money has been saved,” adding that “many projects (...) have been awarded with no public tender and end up over-budget, late or poorly built.”101 Another notorious example is the Bahamas flagship Baha Mar resort, which, “reputedly costing $3.5 billion, has failed to open, with China Construction America (CCA) missing deadlines and facing numerous allegations of shoddy workmanship and poor construction quality.”102
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3.2.3 China’s Infrastructural Footprint in the Region

China has engaged in three kinds of infrastructural projects, many of which have garnered visibility for better or for worse: those that are apparent signs of creating goodwill, those that have an ostensible economic function, and those that are likely to serve political ends. The most prominent among the goodwill projects are the stadiums it built, dotted across the region. In the past forty years, they have built some 80 stadiums around the world, many in tiny island nations. Some prime examples are a USD 35mn stadium that opened in 2012 in Nassau, Bahamas, a cricket stadium in Antigua and Barbuda, a multipurpose stadium in Dominica, the Trelawny stadium in Jamaica; as well as an athletics stadium in Grenada that opened in 2016.

Some of these stadiums, however, have not brought their constructors or their recipients what they had hoped for. In Jamaica for instance, the Chinese are disappointed that a USD 248mn sports facility has now fallen in disrepair. Meanwhile, the Trelawny Stadium is costing local taxpayers up to USD 50mn annually, causing local grumbles. As a result, the end of China’s ‘stadium diplomacy’ may be nigh. Apart from stadiums, China has also engaged in building schools and hospitals for instance, with countries such as Dominica, Trinidad and St. Lucia being among the recipients.

Among the more economically purposeful projects are the construction of roads, railways, ports and airports. The most prominent is the north-south highway in Jamaica. Other significant roads projects were undertaken in Dominica, Grenada, Suriname and Guyana, though not always without stirring controversy, as was the case in the latter two countries. Chinese companies have also undertaken
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some railway projects in the region. Examples are Panama and Grenada. New port facilities have been undertaken in Suriname, the Bahamas, and Antigua, to name a few. A USD 1bn megaport is being built in Panama by the China Communications Construction Company. Airport construction has been done in countries such as Guyana, Antigua, and Barbuda, and again Suriname. But in this domain too, Chinese companies have elicited controversy. For instance, the Antigua airport was originally undertaken by a Brazilian company. When the government could not service a payment to the Brazilians, they abandoned the project. Later on, the Chinese came in. They finished the project, but only in exchange for a new loan and a side deal where the government ceded “a large parcel of prime beachfront real estate” and handed it to a Chinese investment group. Meanwhile, procurement and tendering practices have brought the China Harbour Engineering Company into disrepute with its Guyana projects.

Perhaps the most controversial types of edifices constructed by the Chinese are government buildings. One of these is the new Ministry of Foreign Affairs building on the waterfront of Kingston, Jamaica. Also in Kingston, a subsidiary of China State Construction Engineering Corporation (CSCEC), which was implicated in the Baha Mar fiasco in the Bahamas, is now set to undertake the construction of Jamaica’s new parliament building, with plans for an entire ‘government campus’ in the downtown area. Already, these announcements have led to complaints from local architects that they are being ignored in favor of Chinese counterparts. Elsewhere in the region, Chinese firms have signed off on government building projects in Dominica, a new home of the Barbados Ministry for Education and Science, and the new prime
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minister’s residence in Trinidad’s capital of Port-of-Spain. That Chinese companies continue to undertake such kinds of projects is interesting given that at home, the Beijing leadership instituted a five-year ban in 2013 on constructing new government buildings.

Aside from these infrastructure undertakings, China also invests in mining and other industrial facilities used for extracting or processing raw materials. However, it is not a foregone conclusion that China will succeed in this respect in the Caribbean: “[o]n the whole the region’s natural resources are not sufficiently sizeable to matter much to China. Higher wages and heavy unionization make Caribbean countries unattractive investment destinations and tiny populations mean they will never be important export markets.” But in spite of the very small gains to be had (China imports 0.01% of its raw imports from the islands, and only 0.04% of its fossil fuel needs) it has entered several commitments. In Guyana, Chinese companies are eyeing gold and diamond mines; in Jamaica, a USD 360mn investment was made into a bauxite facility; and new oil and gas finds off the coasts of Guyana and Suriname are also to be exploited.

In the future, tourism may become a primary focus on China’s economic footprint in the region. As mentioned earlier, China has already invested itself into various large-scale resorts in the Bahamas, but has also undertaken construction in St. Maarten, St. Lucia and Guyana. However, like the plagued project in the Bahamas, these projects are also not bereft of controversy, even if not on the scale of the Baha Mar complex. In St. Lucia, a USD 2.6bn resort complex developed by Hong Kong-based Desert Star Holdings has drawn criticism because of environmental concerns. The project in Guyana, a USD 52mn Marriott Hotel built by the Shanghai Construction Company, has attracted attention because two years after its opening in 2015, it already needs some USD 5mn in repair work. According to a local newspaper, the hotel itself has
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Chinese Initiatives in the Caribbean

**Bahamas**
- Bahia Mar Resort ($3.5bn)
- Stadium in Nassau ($234m)
- New port facilities

**Jamaica**
- North-South Highway ($720m)
- Deep Water Port and Trans-shipment Hub ($1.5bn)
- Investment in Petrojam ($1bn)
- Redevelopment of Kingston Downtown Waterfront

**Antigua and Barbuda**
- Supported the financing of the new terminal at the C.V. Bird International Airport ($100m)
- New mega-resort ($1bn)
- New port facilities

**Dominica**
- Cricket Stadium ($317m)
- Schools, hospitals, roads

**St Lucia**
- George O Ahium Stadium ($55m)
- Pearl of the Caribbean resort ($2.6bn)

**Barbados**
- $35m new stadium, gifted by the Chinese
- Expansion of the Grantley Adams airport
- Ministry for Education and Science building

**Trinidad and Tobago**
- New Prime Minister's residence in Port
- National Academy for Performing Arts of Spain
- Contract to build highway ($232m)
- South campus of the University of the West Indies
- Maritime patrol vessel

**Grenada**
- Assisted in drawing up a 63-year development 'blueprint' plan for the country, including large infrastructure projects such as roads, railways and a large deep water port
- Stadium and airport

**St Vincent and the Grenadines**

Map based on Longitude (generated) and Latitude (generated). Color shows details about Country.
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been "deemed over the years as a monument of corruption, and a colossal waste of taxpayers’ money."\footnote{132}

At present, these projects are not primarily aimed at Chinese tourists. For now, tourism should be a growth market for the Caribbean, but for Chinese customers, it is still quite far away but will come within reach.\footnote{133} One optimistic voice claims that “China's emerging and affluent middle class is becoming increasingly interested in international tourism.”\footnote{134} What is more, recently opened direct flights to the region could help spur the supply of Chinese tourists to the region.\footnote{135}

### 3.2.4 Barbados, a Regional Bellwether?

For a large number of islands in the region, budding relations with China are often partly shaped by the quality of ties to the United States. This is certainly the case in Grenada, a country once invaded by the United States, where Chinese companies are now undertaking a host of infrastructure projects - roads, railways, a port, airport, and a windfarm - that could change the face of the island nation.\footnote{136} Barbados, however, has no such history with the United States. It has generally maintained good ties with America, and has pursued a cautious approach to engaging with China. Its establishment as one of Barbados’ chief trading partners is thus “remarkable.”\footnote{137}

Chinese projects in Barbados include a business center, the reconstruction of the Sam Lord’s Castle hotel, and the expansion of the island’s main airport, the Grantley Adams airport.\footnote{138} However, Barbados has also entered into forms of military cooperation, having received a vessel and other equipment worth USD 6mn.\footnote{139} The overture was likely incentivized by the fact that the United States withdrew military aid at the time of the Bush administration when Barbados refused to sign an accord that would preclude cooperation with the International Criminal Court, an issue that also affected US military ties in Trinidad. At the same time, Barbados opposition leader Mia Mottley said some years ago that “her country will stand up to Beijing, too, if required. If we want to say [something] to China we will do so, just like we did with...
the US on the criminal court." She continued “we did not become independent to become subservient... We are equal to China, even though we are smaller.”

Although this military deal with China is far from full-fledged military cooperation, it is an indication that countries such as Barbados with few resources to speak of nor a strong inclination towards China are still prepared to engage with Beijing, including on security matters. Also typical are goodwill initiatives such as the 2017 creation of a Confucius Institute on the local campus of the University of the West Indies (Cave Hill), including grants for scholarships in the area of information technology. However, the Chinese presence has also raised some wariness among Barbadians, or Bajans, to the extent that the Barbados police apparently accepted a grant from the Chinese ambassador to help look after the Chinese on the island, who are occasionally the subject of attacks.

3.2.5 China in the Caribbean part of the Kingdom of the Netherlands

Although not the focus of this study, it is worthwhile to briefly review China’s activities in relation to the Caribbean part of the Kingdom. At present, the Chinese economic presence on the six islands is modest at this time. From the Chinese point of view, their main interests are in tourism, climate change adaptation and energy. On the first count, the Chinese showed interest in 2016 to develop a hotel on St. Maarten, and to make the island a “hub for Chinese business people,” as one analyst said. In Aruba, PetroChina had sought in 2012 to acquire a refinery owned by US-based Valero Energy, but the deal never saw the light of day.

The most serious Chinese involvement in the Caribbean part of the Kingdom is in Curacao, where China National Petroleum Corp (CNPC) had aimed to take over a refinery belonging to Venezuela’s PVDSA. Allegedly, Chinese Guangdong Zhenrong had proposed a USD 1mn kickback to get a contract, but after the Curacao authorities had found that the company has ‘misled’ them and that GZE was not capable of
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running the plant, they rescinded the contract. At around the same time, the Chinese consulate had made a gift to the local authorities for the reconstruction of schools.

The relative lack of Chinese involvement could be due to the fact that islands such as Curacao, Aruba and St. Maarten, though independent, are still part of the Dutch Kingdom and are thus less interesting for the sake of generating diplomatic support. But given how China's economic footprint is likely to develop in the region, the Caribbean part of the Kingdom could still see more Chinese economic activity in the years to come. The question that follows is then to what extent this has political repercussions at the domestic level. To answer this question, we will look below at what the political impact of engagement with China has been in other Caribbean nations, including at the military level. This should provide insight into what the Kingdom's Caribbean islands can likely expect.

### 3.3 Political implications

#### 3.3.1 At the International Level

China's economic engagement in the Caribbean raises the question about possible underlying political motives. Indeed, “China’s use of state-owned companies and state-sponsored financing allows Beijing to incorporate many (...) economic activities into its diplomatic strategy in a way that most other countries cannot.” Local experts also affirm that “the economic returns for Chinese companies are not always obvious, so economics may not be a key motivation. It can be about buying political alliances.” One Chinese ambassador flatly denied any political motivations for his country's economic engagement.

If the motivation of China's economic initiatives is to obtain more support in, for instance, the UN General Assembly, then the evidence does not exhibit significant changes in voting alignment. This follows from the graph below, where voting similarity is measured between China and some target countries, where the Netherlands is added for the sake of comparison.
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153 Where 1.0 is 100 percent alignment with Dominica when voting in the UN for that year based on roll-call votes in the General Assembly. This is based on the following formula: voting similarity index (0-1) equal to (total # of votes where both states agree)/(total # of joint votes) – computed using 2 category vote data (1 = “yes” or approval for an issue; 2 = “no” or disapproval for an issue.)
UNGA Voting Similarity between China and Selected Caribbean Countries

In relation to Dominica, for instance, an island that switched diplomatic recognition to China (PRC) in 2004 and which China has been significantly invested in, there has been a closer alignment since about 2002, but a subsequent decline after 2012. Looking at St. Vincent and the Grenadines, a country that has been a steadfast ally of Taiwan, it is noticeable that in spite of non-recognition, the small archipelago is still very closely aligned in the UN context.

Indeed, most countries in the eastern Caribbean (Antigua, Bahamas, Barbados, Jamaica, St. Kitts, and Trinidad) show very close alignment with China. Even a country such as St. Lucia, which changed its allegiance twice, shows little movement in its voting alignment with China, and not nearly as much as with, for instance, the Netherlands, with which relations have been stable. Hence, while economic support in exchange for votes in international bodies may not be a primary motivation, it is possible that such long-term economic commitments do help to consolidate support for China in global fora.

Also noticeable is that in spite of China’s preference for bilateral dealings, it has embedded itself more firmly in regional bodies. For instance, it became a permanent observer in the Organization of American States (OAS) in 2004 and a member of the IDB in 2009. Furthermore, it has taken part in the Economic Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean (ECLAC) in the last decade. While close cooperation with CARICOM is not an option, China has created parallel fora for exchanging with Caribbean nations, including the China-Caribbean Trade and Economic Cooperation Forum; the China-Caribbean Consultations; the China-Latin America and Caribbean Business Summit; and the China-CELAC summit, which effectively amounts to bypassing CARICOM.
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Within regional and international organizations, interviews with some international civil servants showed that China’s regional engagement is informally discussed, but that this is rarely if ever criticized in formal meetings or through statements. One such example is that in January 2018, CARICOM was reported to welcome China’s BRI initiatives, but hastened to add that “it will be important to ascertain the best means of linking the opportunities it might bring, to the Caribbean’s own development priorities, including regional transportation, renewable energy, and the strengthening of its disaster management capacity.”

3.3.2 At the Domestic Level

The Chinese track record of concluding no-bid bilateral contracts without transparency, in combination with the large sums of money that are involved in debt-burdened countries, easily invokes the idea that China’s economic involvement has deleterious consequences for local governance in the various Caribbean nations. While there is some evidence for this (see also the case studies below), the links between Chinese involvement and governance records are not always easy to identify, if they are to be blamed at all.

The quantitative evidence is far from conclusive. First of all, a look at the evolution of governance and rule of law indicators for several countries shows that there have been no significant overall trends, upwards or downwards. It is striking, though, that the countries which score among the lowest on both indices, Jamaica and Trinidad, are also the ones where China is relatively most invested in the region.

Figure 5. World Governance Indicators for the Caribbean

Source: World Bank Group, World Governance Indicators

Perhaps most telling is the scatterplot below that shows that there is in fact a positive correlation between Chinese financial commitments as a percentage of GDP and control of corruption. When we look at regulatory quality, though, there is a distinct downward trend that started around 2006 and which affected the Bahamas and Trinidad & Tobago. The statistical deterioration cannot of course be attributed directly to the increasing presence of China, but merits a closer investigation into its causes.

![Scatterplot showing correlation between Chinese investments and control over corruption in the Caribbean.](image)

Figure 6. Investments/GDP and Control over Corruption, the Caribbean

Various studies suggest, however, that China’s business practices and perhaps its ulterior motives as well can give rise to more corruption in the region, and it is well known that the construction sector in particular is prone to corruption. One IDB study suggested that “[w]hen foreign partners are prone to non-transparency in business practices this may reinforce the power of corrupt local elites, especially in country settings with compromised procurement systems, weak systems of oversights and audits, inadequate enforcement of anti-corruption laws and a weak press that could serve as deterrents or countervailing sources of power in the host country.”

Another study concluded that a key policy issue is “whether China’s state-to-state financing is sustaining poor governance in some countries. The projects in the worst governance environments may not be returning economic benefits, but China’s money is going somewhere. In some countries Chinese funding is likely supporting corrupt political elites and helping them maintain their hold on power.” This same study also stated that while historically, FDI inflows correlate with strong rule of law, this was not the case for Chinese FDI.
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A countervailing narrative states, however, that there is little evidence that China’s economic involvement is having a negative impact on democracy in the region. What is more, Chinese investors claim to be insisting at times that they can operate in a clean and transparent business environment. Sir Ronald Sanders, for instance, reported in 2013 that he had attended a meeting with Chinese officials who insisted that their businesspeople be provided with “a stable and better investment environment, in particular more facilities in areas such as national treatment, tax, visa and residence.” In Grenada, Chinese prospective investors even warned that “the development envisioned by blueprint would not be achieved unless the Grenadian government took strong, effective measures to ensure and protect the interests of foreign investors.” Of course, such statements could merely imply that only Chinese investors be afforded such safeguards, but a more charitable reading is possible in view of the domestic anti-graft campaign in China itself.

Apart from the examples mentioned earlier, there are others where Chinese companies have been found to be involved in corrupt practices. One example is a bribe paid to a senior Antiguan UN official to secure certain investments. Another is the alleged offer of 3.1bn in investments promised to the Dominican Republic if it recognized Beijing instead of Taipei. Yet another is the creation by Sinopec and CNOOC of offshore companies in the Caribbean. Concluding this brief overview is the 2017 case of the extension of an airport in the British Virgin Islands, to which opposition was raised after it turned out the contract contained provisions for land cessions and financial loopholes that could possibly benefit local politicians.

However, there are two important caveats to be made. One is that, as one interviewee said, “there has been corruption in the region for a very long time,” implying that Chinese involvement may not necessarily exacerbate or amplify such corruption. Another suggests that these stories amount to more of the same: “[t]he Europeans were corrupt, the Americans were corrupt, and now the Chinese too, so there is nothing new there.”
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Overall, engagement with the Chinese requires fresh levels of vigilance for local constituencies in the Caribbean. One reason is that dealing with partners which are less conscientious in implementing regulations and meeting certain standards requires more government capacity. Another is because such investments can arouse “strong anti-foreign or pro-nationalistic feelings amid controversies surrounding the design of the investment agreement. It is important that all stakeholders are involved in the negotiations to ensure that such feelings are minimized.”

3.4 Military implications

3.4.1 A Shifting Military Balance in the Caribbean

From a military perspective, the United States has always been the big player in the Caribbean. Ever since the enunciation of the Monroe Doctrine in 1823 and even more so the Roosevelt Corollary in 1904, the US has always considered the Caribbean as “its backyard.” In effect, America’s hegemony remained unchallenged for decades on end.

In the post-Cold War period, this has started to change. First of all, the perennial menace of Cuba was reduced to a mere annoyance, and official diplomatic relations between Washington and Havana were even resumed in 2016. Secondly, American attention since 9/11 was mostly focused on the Middle East, and later also on the Asian theatre (Obama’s ‘pivot to Asia’) and, increasingly, the African continent. Thirdly, because of the forced closure of US military bases in Panama, Colombia and Ecuador, and not being able to open new facilities, America’s military presence in the Caribbean has been gradually reduced. At this time, Washington’s main (sometimes ambiguous) preoccupations in the region appear to be the ongoing ‘war on drugs’ and the situation in Venezuela.

America’s track record in the region has in various ways left a bitter taste. The threat of intervention, or actual intervention, as in Grenada in 1983, along with recent disparaging comments by president Donald Trump about Puerto Rico and climate change skepticism have given Caribbean countries reasons to look elsewhere for support. As one analyst wrote, “The U.S. can learn from China’s successes by making Caribbean nations understand that Washington also cares about and relates to their
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priorities. If the United States continues to ignore and neglect its regional leadership status, China appears ready to fill the void.”

3.4.2 Enter China

The gradual withdrawal of American military troops from the Caribbean region does not imply a simultaneous full-fledged military entrance by China into the region’s waters. To date, China’s approach has been very circumspect. In its 2016 policy paper for the region, China specified that it will “actively carry out military exchanges and cooperation with Latin American and Caribbean countries, increase friendly exchanges between defense and military leaders from the two sides, strengthen policy dialogue and set up working meeting mechanisms, conduct exchanges of visits between delegations and vessels, deepen professional exchanges in such fields as military training, personnel training and UN peacekeeping, expand pragmatic cooperation in humanitarian relief, counter-terrorism and other non-traditional security fields, and enhance cooperation in military trade and military technology.”

In practice, China has used its military on occasion as a tool for building political goodwill and leverage to increase openness to Chinese economic initiatives. In 2011 for instance, under the banner of “Harmonious Mission 2011,” the Chinese Navy’s hospital ship, the Peace Ark, made a voyage around the Caribbean. The mission was to provide medical services to local people and military and administrative personnel of countries visited. Stops included Cuba, Jamaica, Grenada and Trinidad and Tobago. The craft had 300 hospital beds and eight operating rooms and carried 416 personnel, 107 of them medical workers. Military activities are deemed useful by the Chinese because the armed forces remain an important political actor in most Latin American countries, and this thinking is consistent with the ideological line of the Chinese Communist Party (CPC).

But China has also engaged in more ‘traditional’ military cooperation initiatives. One example is a 2017 donation of military equipment worth US$1.2 million to the Royal Bahamas Defence Force (RDBF). That same year the Guyana Defence Force (GDF) received two new Chinese-made Harbin Y-12s planes, combined with training for pilots and engineers. Already in 2001, the GDF had purchased a Y-12 aircraft. In 2014, it was reported that this plane was experiencing corrosion of its fuselage, but
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continuous repairs by Chinese contractors saw it receiving an extra five-year life span at the time. In addition, the GDF has also received other equipment worth $1.2 billion in other equipment including three wheeled dozers, two wheeled loaders, one large wheeled excavator, two wheeled graders, and various other vehicles.

Apart from these deals, China has also developed military ties to varying degrees with countries such as Jamaica (since 2011, see further below), Antigua and Barbuda, where military training was provided; and, most prominently, with Trinidad and Tobago (see case study below). Other examples are Grenada, which recently received 37 police vehicles worth USD 2mn; and Suriname, where, in addition to gifting a new foreign affairs ministry building, China also provided military assistance and training.

A particularly contentious case is Dominica. In 2018, it received USD 4.3mn in military vehicles, the stated purpose being to “enhance Dominica capacity in areas of recovery, disaster reduction and maintaining stability and medical emergency.” However, the deal came under a cloud of controversy because of corruption allegations leveled against the country’s prime minister, Roosevelt Skerrit, because of the sale of passports, many of which had ended up in the hands of Chinese intelligence officers. An earlier military agreement with China in 2017 even led to large-scale protests in February of that year and demands for the prime minister to resign. The fact that China maintains its largest Caribbean embassy in Dominica, a nation of about 72,000 souls, and why it needs military equipment with no security threat in sight, continues to evoke questions.

3.4.3 Geopolitical perspective

From a geopolitical perspective, some analysts view Chinese military activities in the Caribbean as a counter to U.S. naval activities in the South China Sea. As Jared Ward noted, “[a]t a time when Washington is accusing China of bullying smaller countries in the South China Sea, Beijing has held up the Caribbean as an example of America’s history of big power chauvinism.”

Also, Beijing’s military provisions to Venezuela “can be treated as China’s response to the U.S. arms sales to Taiwan and to the American military presence in the Asia-Pacific region.”

In all though, China’s forthcoming growing presence in the Caribbean poses no immediate military threat to other States. China and Cuba hold high-level military meetings and conduct joint training exercises. However, the People’s Liberation Army (PLA) does not have alliances or basing agreements in the Caribbean. Nevertheless, Evan Ellis, a research professor at the U.S. Army War College, says that China’s military activities in Latin America and the Caribbean are “more extensive than commonly realized.” In a time of conflict, he says “China’s substantial commercial base, its access to ports, and its military-to-military contacts in the Caribbean might prove useful. All of these add up to growing Chinese influence in a region.”

In the immediate term, the one true geopolitical issue in the Caribbean is the future of Venezuela. Having teetered on the brink for a number of years now, the country has steadily increased its military ties with China. China is already Venezuela’s largest trade partner and also the second largest importer of Venezuela oil, behind the United States. Until 2014, Russia was Venezuela’s largest provider of military wherewithal when it was overtaken by China. Caracas bought various military aircraft from Beijing in the past decade worth several hundred millions and even acquired a satellite from China. Arguably the biggest issue for China is the fact that Caracas is badly in arrears in repaying loans from China, which now amount to USD 23bn. In exchange, China is likely to demand oil shipments for years to come, and to gain control over PDVSA, Venezuela’s state-run oil company.
The Venezuela case crisis also involves Russia, which may actually become China’s chief geopolitical rival in the Caribbean. A onetime provider (2005) of two dozen Sukhoi SU-30 fighter jets, Moscow has reportedly demanded “that Venezuela allow Russian warships to anchor at its ports in return for [debt servicing] assistance.” And like China, Russia also seeks more control over Venezuela’s oil sector, mostly as a result of financing of the sector provided by Rosneft, worth about USD 17bn. The Venezuela crisis thus constitutes “a perfect storm of opportunity for China and Russia to gain geopolitical influence over America, Canada, Central America and Mexico.”

But Russia’s security interests stretch beyond Venezuela into other parts of the Caribbean. For instance, it has been reported that Russia is discussing military cooperation with Suriname, and is also interested in economic ties with Grenada. In addition, it is in the process of rebuilding ties with its old ally Cuba, and also maintains stakes in the bauxite and aluminum industries in Jamaica and Guyana. A Russian naval intelligence vessel has also been plying the waters of the Caribbean. Taken together, professor Evan Ellis believes that the difference between China and Russia is that while the Chinese “want to build an economic presence to position itself softly, the Russians are the opposite; they want to use their presence to provoke.” This view is also reinforced by the fact that, as one Russian scholar noted, “Beijing is not ready to support Venezuela’s anti-American initiatives despite the fact that China by no means advocates the American hegemony.”

Where does this leave the other major players? The United States, for its part, remains preoccupied principally by transnational crime emanating from the region, and to a lesser extent migration and climate change issues (damage from hurricanes). Also, calls by senior officials prodding the military in Venezuela to commit a coup might in the end play into the hands of both China and Russia. The only other outside power

that seems intent to compete with China in the region is Japan, whose interests are exclusively economic in nature.

3.5 Conclusions

Although trade relations with the Caribbean remain relatively modest, China has quickly established itself as a major power in the region with great levels of visibility. This is partly by default, in that other powers such as the US and the EU (and its member states) have not made the region a priority in their economic or security policies. At the same time, China is treading carefully in the military domain, not wanting to upset the United States.

3.5.1 Strategy/diplomacy

- China has adopted a strategy for engaging with the Latin America and Caribbean region, but has not officially integrated the area into the Belt and Road Initiative. However, Trinidad and Tobago has been formally admitted as a BRI beneficiary.
- Partly due to the fact that CARICOM also includes countries that recognize Taiwan, China prefers bilateral arrangements, which constitute the majority of its engagements in the region.
- As such, the Taiwan recognition issue seems to become less important, but opinions in the region are divided on this point.
- Rather than imposing itself on small Caribbean nations, China is being actively courted by these nations, mostly because of China’s competitive offerings and because of a lack of interests from Western countries.

3.5.2 Economic ties

- Both China’s trade and investment in terms of FDI remain very modest across the Caribbean.
- Much of China’s economic engagement consists of infrastructure projects, which range from stadiums to ports, roads, schools, hospitals and government buildings.
- Loans disbursed by Chinese entities tend to be opaque, making them attractive to local elites and helping corruption to persist. One consequence is that traditional multilateral lenders (IDB, IMF, World Bank) are being sidelined.
- In general, control over natural resources is only a minor factor explaining Chinese interest in the region. Only a tiny fraction of China’s energy imports hails from the Caribbean, and most of it from Guyana, Suriname and Trinidad and Tobago.
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• While a number of countries in the Caribbean suffer from chronic indebtedness, there are no evident signs that an inability of servicing Chinese loans (which underwrite the bulk of China’s infrastructure projects in the region) is used for the sake of gaining political leverage.

3.5.3 Political influence

• While there is no structural evidence that more engagement with Chinese partners leads to higher levels of corruption, there are several examples where Chinese firms have benefited from political favoritism. However, there does appear to be a pattern whereby Chinese entities are more likely to invest in countries with weak governance regimes.
• It is not clear that more economic involvement in a given country in the Caribbean also leads to greater alignment of voting with China in the UN’s General Assembly.
• Allegiance with Beijing or Taipei is far from a reliable indicator on whether or not a country benefits from China’s largesse.
• Chinese firms are often able to sway political elites in Caribbean countries due to the sheer scale of funds and loans they offer to undertake projects, and are thus said not always to need to actually make side payments to government decision-makers.
• The inflow of Chinese workers does cause resentment in some Caribbean countries, inducing a rise in xenophobia in Jamaica, and even killings of Chinese in Trinidad.
• China also seeks to gain goodwill by building schools and hospitals, and in recent years, opened a number of Confucius institutes around the region.
• Caribbean countries such as Jamaica and, to a lesser extent, Trinidad, have a vibrant civil society and culture of free press, and provide pushback against unbridled ambitions shared between Chinese firms and local elites.

3.5.4 Military engagement

• China’s military involvement in the Caribbean has been restrained to date, most likely because Beijing is careful not to provoke the United States.
• At the same time, local experts mostly discount the idea that China’s budding military presence is designed as a tit-for-tat game for America’s presence in the South China Sea.
• Much of China’s military engagement manifests itself in military aid (provided as a gift, such as donation of military vehicles or other equipment) and providing (institutionalized) training to individuals.
• The opening of a second Panama Canal could portend a larger Chinese military presence in the future.
3.5.5 Overall conclusions

- As China deepens its engagement with the region, Caribbean countries may become more dependent on Beijing, a development which is further amplified by the fact that many countries in the region suffer from chronic indebtedness and have poor governance environments.
- However, Chinese predominance is not a foregone conclusion as civil society in various countries in the region is likely to continue to push back and hold elites accountable.
- At the same time, an increasing Chinese presence in terms of imported workers could exacerbate social tensions and perhaps violence.
- China’s military and navy in particular need to be careful not to become too visibly present in the Caribbean. First, it could lead to a response from the United States. Second, local military leaderships are not yet ‘sold’ on the idea of engaging with the Chinese armed forces. Their loyalty to Beijing is far from guaranteed.

In order to assess whether China’s approach to the Caribbean is typical for its general approach to small island developing states (SIDS), the following part examines China’s engagement in various independent island nations in the South Pacific. Does this region hold a different strategic value to China? Does this affect its economic and political approach? These are some of the issues examined here.
4. China in the South Pacific

4.1 Aims and Objectives

The South Pacific may seem remote at first glance, but is increasingly becoming the subject of great power interest. While the region is not formally part of the Belt and Road Initiative, it is easy to imagine it being integrated into that initiative, if only because China recently issued an Arctic BRI policy paper. In comparison to its engagement in the Caribbean, China’s military posture in the South Pacific appears to be more robust. Some analysts thus think that the maritime infrastructure it is presently developing “could also be used to support increasing power-projection operations in the region.”

In a way, China’s involvement in the region can be seen as a mere extension of its BRI plan. As in the Caribbean, it gains from securing new markets and providing employment opportunities to its workers abroad. However, a recent study by a US-based think tank concluded that “[m]aritime infrastructure investment is inherently dual-use and is capable of furthering both legitimate business activities and military operations.” Briefly put, “several marked examples of unprofitability suggest that Beijing is actively seeking to leverage the geopolitical capacity of its port projects.”

Such concerns led one Australian analyst to call for “protecting the South Pacific from Chinese expansion.” Indeed, at the diplomatic level, Australia, the United States, India and Japan are considering an alternative proposition to the BRI that should also
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affect islands in the Pacific. Given that the South Pacific constitutes a critical link to Latin America and that China can embed itself relatively easily in this region, it is certainly plausible that it will be the next leg of the BRI.

In the South Pacific too, recognition of Taiwan is a definite issue. At this time, there are six countries in the region which recognize Taipei: Kiribati, the Marshall Islands, Nauru, Palau, Tuvalu, and the Solomon Islands. Like some Caribbean islands, they seek to create a bidding war between the two Chinas. Between China and Taiwan though, there appears to have been a lessening of tension in relation to their Pacific islands ties.

4.2 China’s Economic Engagement in the South Pacific

In recent years, the South Pacific has seen a boom in investment from China, which spent USD 1.78bn from 2006 to 2015 and implemented over 200 projects in the region. The increase in Chinese investment comes at a time when traditional powers in the region, such as the U.S., Australia, and New Zealand have become less involved. Recent instability in the islands of the South Pacific have made them particularly vulnerable and in need of aid, which China is happy to provide, including to more questionable regimes such as in Fiji. Much like the Caribbean, China’s aid has been marked by soft loans, often against non-transparent terms, and the implementation of infrastructure projects.

4.2.1 Trade and Investment

Accordingly to some figures, trade with China in the first decade of the 21st century has increased seven-fold. When looking at the independent nations in the region, the following trends in trade and investments can be recognized:
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Most striking is the fact that trade with the South Pacific was almost USD 1bn more in 2015 than it was with the Caribbean. FDI outflows remain behind in comparison to the Caribbean, most likely due to the fact that there are no obvious tax havens in the Pacific. When looking at the relative trade share of China in Fiji, Palau and the Solomon Islands, to take some examples, the following picture emerges:

Again, like in the Caribbean, while the share of Chinese trade is generally increasing, the bulk is still done with other economic blocs, being the US in the case of Palau, and the EU in the case of the Solomon Islands. A significant share of the 'rest of the world' category is taken up by Australia and New Zealand.
China’s aid program in the region is widely criticized for being opaque, although one Samoan prime minister thinks otherwise. One estimation by the Australian Lowy Institute reports that between 2006-2016, China provided some AUD 172mn in aid to Tonga, AUD 360mn to Fiji and AUD 632mn to Papua New Guinea, the largest recipient in the region. But because a large share of these aid packages are made up of loans (estimated at 80%), various countries get into financial trouble repaying these loans, with the most distress experienced in Tonga, Vanuatu and Samoa. According to one source, “the aid programme has various purposes, including promoting development and trade, but it is also designed to carry influence.”

4.2.2 China’s Infrastructural Footprint in the region

Like in the Caribbean, China has used infrastructural projects in order to “raise its profile” in the South Pacific. Its business practices, while similar to those deployed in the Caribbean, appear to be less flexible. For instance, it has been said that “in the case of concessional loans in particular, the contractor must be a Chinese company and at least 50 per cent of the materials must be procured from China.” Another study found that “some recipient officials express frustration with Chinese aid, in part because “nothing is in writing.” In discussions with the Chinese about terms and conditions of loans, including repayment periods and transformation into grants, “the Chinese always say, we can sort it out if and when it comes to that.” Details of contracts and procurement are often scarce and recipient communities have legitimate issues about ensuring that the costs are accurate and they are getting best value for money.

Notwithstanding this criticism, the Chinese have delivered a host of infrastructural projects across the region. Some examples are “a sports arena in the Cook Islands, a multi-storey government office building and hospital in Samoa, the Melanesian Spearhead Group’s Secretariat building in Vanuatu, and the rebuilding of a cyclone-
devastated part of Nuku'alofa, the capital of Tonga.”227 Other projects include a USD 320mn fish farm in French Polynesia228 and a sports stadium in Fiji worth USD 3mn. Much more than in the Caribbean, China's focus in terms of infrastructure is “on high-profile projects with public relations value for the donor and recipient politicians. The hardest projects to get aid for are vital services like sewage that are underground and unattractive.”229

The country showing the most concern about these developments is Australia. While still the dominant player in the region, it is increasingly worried about Chinese designs on the region. Earlier this year, a government minister criticized Chinese projects in the region, saying that “[y]ou’ve got the Pacific full of these useless buildings which nobody maintains, which are basically white elephants.”230 An example of one of these ‘white elephants’ could be a swimming complex in Samoa, given that it is racking up excessive maintenance costs that are hard to shoulder for a city of less that 40,000 inhabitants.231 In April, Australia's former Prime Minister Malcolm Turnbull even appealed to Britain to step up its involvement in the region, particularly in the area of development aid.232

4.3 Political implications

4.3.1 At the international level

If the aim of China in the South Pacific is to garner more support in international fora, then the record is decidedly mixed. With respect to voting patterns in the UN General Assembly, research found that while there is a large degree of convergence between votes cast by Pacific island States and China, there is a marked discrepancy when it comes to human rights issues. This may be due to the fact that Beijing tends to vote against resolutions criticizing other states’ human rights abuses, while Asia-Pacific countries are more inclined to abstain.233
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Taking a closer look at four countries as examples - Tonga, Micronesia, Nauru and Kiribati - the following picture occurs:

![Graph showing UNGA Voting Similarity between China, the Netherlands and Selected South Pacific Countries.](image)

Figure 9. UNGA Voting Similarity between China, the Netherlands and Selected South Pacific Countries. Voting records match completely with China at 1.00.

The message here is that allegiance does not buy alignment. A country like Tonga, which is firmly encamped on the Chinese side, shows a record that is to be expected, of being mostly aligned with Beijing. Micronesia, in contrast, is another country that is on the Beijing side of the Straits standoff, but exhibits a much more divergent record. Nauru, a country that recognizes Taiwan, has a voting record that follows the Dutch record almost in lockstep. Finally, Kiribati, a country that recognizes Taiwan, also shows a highly erratic voting record, sometimes aligning with Beijing before widely diverging again.

Nevertheless, one study has found a reciprocal pattern, as recipients of Chinese development assistance are rewarded with greater amounts of funding if they vote with Beijing in the General Assembly. The magnitude of this effect is quite substantial as a 10 percentage-point increase of recipients’ voting similarity with China yields an 86 per cent increase in Chinese development assistance. In all, the data suggests that political allegiance is far from a guarantee that China could count on support in international fora--at least for as far as the UN and the South China Sea dispute is concerned.

An interesting case in point is Papua New Guinea, whose prime minister said during a 2016 visit to Beijing that he supported the Chinese position on the South China Sea in an “apparent bowing to China’s pressure.” In fact, “China’s willingness to put public
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rather than private pressure on Papua New Guinea to align itself with its position on such a critical strategic issue suggests that it is no longer content with its image as a generous and altruistic partner and will be making more public calls on Papua New Guinea for support for United Nations votes or in other regional disputes.  

Ironically, due to its debt burden, Papua New Guinea actually temporarily lost its vote in the General Assembly in 2017 as it was unable to pay its contribution in time.  

Generally speaking, most countries’ attitudes toward the South China Sea issue can fall into three categories. Counties in the first category, epitomized by Japan, oppose China’s position by supporting the Philippines’ stance. The second group includes countries that explicitly express their firm support for China. Finally, many countries, categorized as the third group, support China’s position in terms of resolving the disputes through consultations and negotiations in line with the Declaration on the Conduct of Parties in South China Sea (DOC). Among the 71 countries that publicly support China’s position over the South China Sea dispute there is one in the South Pacific, the Republic of Vanuatu.

4.3.2 At the domestic level

Even more so than in the Caribbean, indebtedness in the island nations of the South Pacific makes the governments there vulnerable when taking on significant loans. One report concludes that “[w]hile China’s loans and projects may be lavish, it is questionable whether already indebted Pacific island nations can truly afford to repay without eventual sovereignty-eroding concessions. Debt dependence ensures long-term relationships which ultimately will work in Beijing’s long-term strategic interest.” A knock-on effect of this degree of dependency is that Chinese businesses are likely to bring in more workers from the mainland, “and thus do not provide local people with desperately needed employment opportunities.” Yet many islands need significant overseas investment, rendering them “particularly vulnerable to external players.”
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Sometimes called “debt trap” diplomacy, Chinese loan disbursement practices have indeed already led Tonga to the edge of bankruptcy. In 2006, it borrowed USD 136mn from China for infrastructure purposes which led to a debt crisis in 2013-14. Reportedly, China’s Ex-Im Bank, to whom the loans are owed and which represent about 44% of the country’s GDP, is not prepared to forgive them. Papua New Guinea, which owes China over AUD 600mn, and faces increasing difficulty in repaying debt due to declining resource prices, nevertheless turned to China once more, even if it has received much more aid from Australia (AUD 3.4bn).

When looking at the data on domestic political conditions, a highly erratic picture emerges, just as it did in relation to trade and FDI.

In terms of control of corruption, the most striking trends are those of Tonga, which dipped in 2004 before making its way up, chiefly as a result of restrictions imposed on the media and a bid to strengthen monarchical powers. Vanuatu saw a steep decline after 2014, possibly in relation to its debt crisis. Both countries maintain strong ties to China. Regarding the rule of law, there is a small general upward trend including in Fiji, following years of rule by an interim military regime.
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Interestingly though, when relating control of corruption to the relative share of Chinese investment in a number of countries, an inverse relationship emerges in comparison to what was found in the Caribbean. It also appears that, generally speaking, there is more political instability in this region than in the Caribbean. Tonga, Fiji and the Solomon Islands have witnessed the biggest swings, having experienced regime change or actual conflict. While these developments cannot necessarily be ascribed to Chinese influence, China does maintain a propensity to invest in unstable countries.  

### 4.4 Military implications

In regard to military implications, China appears much less reticent in the South Pacific than it is in the Caribbean. Its posture is partially explained by the fact that it has a relatively large diaspora in the region. One study noted that this creates “a subset of overseas Chinese who are at increased risk to threats, ranging from natural disasters to the breakdown of civil order, acts of terrorism, and exposure to war zones. Due to these risks, the growth in the footprint of overseas Chinese communities will be accompanied by the continued growth of the military capability to protect China’s interests and population abroad (including joint force-projection capabilities).”

More importantly, China’s military activity in the South Pacific can be explained by the fact that as the Western powers withdrew, “China [became] a regional power...”
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in the Pacific by default.” Already in 2003, two academics from New Zealand and Australia wrote that “China is in the process of incorporating the Pacific islands into its broader quest to become a major Asia-Pacific power at the expense of the United States, Japan and other Western allies” and that part of that strategy would be to base military capabilities in the region akin to the so-called ‘string of pearls’ that China has established across the Indian Ocean. A fresh report by a US government agency claims that gaining control over the ‘second island chain’ that encircles China also motivates its naval activity.

Tonga, Fiji and Vanuatu have frequently been discussed as island nations where the Chinese could create a military foothold. In Tonga, questions about a possible naval base arose in 2013, when it was unable to pay off its loans and there was talk about Nuku’alofa having to agree to host a base. A more serious rumor exists surrounding Fiji. The Suva port already hosts the Yuanwang Satellite, tracking ships from time to time. Curiously, the Chinese ambassador to Fiji suggested in relation to a discussion about a possible Chinese naval station in Fijian territory that “[i]f there is a need from the Fiji side, we will be happy to look at it,” implying the demand came from the Fijian side.

The most concrete development, though, revolves around Vanuatu. Given that today, “Vanuatu’s external debt amounts to approximately one third of its GDP, with around half of that owed to China,” Beijing has gained important leverage over the island group. Although the Vanuatu government has denied there are discussions about a military base, developments suggest otherwise. For instance, one report said that “[t]he Chinese government provided a USD 54mn concessional loan for a Chinese company to build a 360-meter wharf at Luganville. The wharf is ostensibly to accommodate visiting cruise liners, but at some point in the future — under a different Vanuatu government — it could support large naval vessels.”
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could be that “Beijing’s military ambition in Vanuatu (...) be realized incrementally, possibly beginning with an access agreement allowing Chinese naval ships to dock routinely for refueling. This arrangement could then be built on. [This had] intelligence and security figures in Australia, New Zealand and the United States becoming increasingly worried about China’s growing influence.”  

This development has alarmed the Australians more than any other country. One professor declared that “the most troubling implication” with a base in Vanuatu is that it “would give China a foothold for operations to coerce Australia, outflank the US and its base on US territory at Guam, and collect intelligence in a regional security crisis.”

In response to these developments, Australia’s 2016 Defence White Paper set out a “quasi–Monroe Doctrine in the Pacific, asserting that Australia will work “to limit the influence of any actor from outside the region with interests inimical to our own.”

Apropos this strategy, former prime minister Malcolm Turnbull remarked that “[w]e would view with great concern the establishment of any foreign military bases in those Pacific island countries and neighbours of ours.” The doctrine also calls for stronger partnerships for economic growth and supportive relationships between the people of Australia and the region.

The doctrine is being put in practice by Australia (and also by New Zealand) through a wide-ranging security pact with South Pacific nations, to be signed in September 2018. The agreement is to be concluded at the Pacific Islands Forum in Nauru, and entails defence cooperation among the forum’s eighteen countries. Australia’s International Development Minister, Ms Concetta Fierravanti-Wells said that the pact “provide[s] a framework for responding to emerging threats.” It comes about as a result of increasing concern in Australia and New Zealand about China’s conduct in the South Pacific.

In the context of these developments, the Australian Defence Force (ADF) established military ties with local forces such as the Papua New Guinean Defence Force. However, the largest security investment in the region is Australia’s Pacific Maritime Security Program (PMSP), which has been described by former prime minister
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Turnbull as “the centrepiece of Australia’s defence engagement in the South Pacific.”

The PMSP builds on the Pacific Patrol Boats program, and aims to deliver and sustain 19 new offshore patrol vessels to 12 Pacific Island nations. A local commentator also points at the need to take the China-Vanuatu developments in the broader picture: “The pattern is that China’s various ‘bits and pieces’ under construction make far more sense as parts of a much larger structure than they do as individual elements. The world has had a lousy record of predicting Chinese moves in those 30 years, too. Now would be a good time to start reading the tea leaves correctly.”

4.5 Conclusions

In comparison to the Caribbean, China’s posture in the South Pacific is more robust. This is partly because it considers the islands in the region instrumental for its (future) military ambitions, and thus its security interests. Secondly, it feels less inhibited in relation to Australia than it does vis-a-vis the United States in the Caribbean. In general, its regional engagement can be summarized as follows:

4.5.1 Strategy/ diplomacy

• Although China does not follow an official strategy in the South Pacific, its extended presence in South Pacific can be seen as an attempt to prepare the ground for making the region the next leg of its Belt and Road Initiative (BRI).
• Beijing pursues greater influence in regional organizations to promote its political and economic interests, protect its sea lines of communication, and support Chinese firms’ access to the Pacific Islands.
• China’s diplomatic efforts accelerated under President Xi, with high-level visits, focusing on strengthening of bilateral relations and deepening of its engagement in the region.

4.5.2 Economic ties

• In terms of trade, the South Pacific has seen a boom in investment from China, which spent USD 1.78 bn from 2006 to 2015 and implemented over 200 projects in the region.
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• Still, overall trade with islands in the South Pacific remains modest. They continue to trade mostly with, for instance, Australia, the US and European countries.

4.5.3 Political influence

• Countries in the South Pacific appear to be highly vulnerable to Chinese influence as a result of an ever-increasing ‘debt trap,’ although until now there has been no data that proves that political allegiance guarantees support for China in the UN (for the countries examined).

• Within the region, China appears to be concentrating on countries that show higher degrees of political instability as a whole.

4.5.4 Military engagement

• Much of China's military engagement manifests itself in military aid (provided as a gift, such as donation of military vehicles or other equipment).

• There is also evidence that China is using indebtedness as a lever to gain concessions on military cooperation, e.g. in terms of landing rights for its navy.

• Also, there has long been talk of Chinese naval bases in the Pacific. Although denied by both countries, discussions over a potential Chinese military base in Vanuatu were reported in 2018. Establishment of a Chinese base in the Pacific Islands could pose challenges to the interest of countries such as the United States, Australia and New Zealand.

4.5.5 Overall conclusion

• As China deepens its engagement with the region, particularly in (but not limited to) the economic sphere, Pacific Island countries may feel more indebted to Beijing and choose to side with China in international fora, such as the UN General Assembly.

• At the same time, despite political allegiance and/or the situation of indebtedness, regional partners are not always fully in line with China’s stance. China's increasing presence and support provided to regional fora has given Beijing more opportunities to promote its views and facilitate access for Chinese businesses.

• Looking ahead, given the region’s interest in benefiting from the BRI initiative, China is all but certain to boost its economic, political but also military position in the region.

• In responding to China’s engagement, Australia and New Zealand are taking active measures to try and keep various of the island nations on ‘their side’, including through security arrangements.
5. Case Studies

5.1 Jamaica

5.1.1 Introduction

As one of the larger economies in the West Indies, Jamaica has become “the hub of the Chinese presence in the Caribbean.” It plays host to some of the most visible Chinese projects in the entire region, and has a vigorous relationship with its Chinese counterparts. Although it can be said that Chinese companies are well implanted in Jamaica, this does not amount to a dependency relationship where China can call all the shots. With the unions and civil society having ample space, China’s maneuvers on the Caribbean island are carefully scrutinized.

In the 19th century Jamaica had already received Chinese workers in the form of indentured laborers. These Chinese have now been ‘Jamaicafied’ and speak the language. They are often owners of production means. For instance, the island’s largest bakery is owned by a Chinese descendant. They are seen as Jamaican, and even as defining what it means to be Jamaican. Although it has been suggested that “the strong business community of Jamaicans of Chinese descent living in Jamaica has encouraged China to increase efforts in improving political relations,” it is said that there is not much interaction between the indigenous and new Chinese, and that the Chinese diaspora is not being mobilized by Beijing for its purposes.

Politics in Jamaica has been defined as “patronage-based, a system in which citizens, especially those in lower-income groups, are integrated into politics through clientelistic relationships with their political parties.” This system, researchers say, “results in the breach of democratic rules and freedoms via the dominance of one
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party in some constituencies, particularly in the capital city.” Indeed, in Jamaica, politics has such a bad reputation that it is often called ‘politricks.’ This system is further amplified by the fact that Jamaica consists of a small elite and large underclass. Hence, there is hardly a sizeable middle class. It is likely that such structural conditions facilitate interaction between the elites and their foreign clients, affecting transparency and accountability. Political cleavages though are not an inhibition for the Chinese to work with one or another political party. They are said to be working with whichever side is in power.

### 5.1.2 China’s economic ties and flagship projects

As a country that has had chronic debt issues for decades, Jamaica has understandable reasons for seeking support in China, which shows less concern for debt levels or the quality of the regulatory environment. Following a recent political scandal involving members of the opposition party PNP and alleged donations from parties including China, Jamaica dropped 14 places on Transparency’s Corruption Perceptions Index. At the same time, the country still scores highest among Caribbean countries in the Ease of Doing Business Index. Yet, being aware of the potential of Jamaica as a shipping hub, the country’s foreign minister intimated that it could become “a logistics hub for BRI initiatives in the wider region.”

China’s flagship project in Jamaica to date has been the much-discussed USD 720mn North-South highway running from Kingston, the capital, to Ocho Rios, a major seaside resort on the north coast. Interestingly, the road was named after former prime minister Edward Seaga, who in fact had opposed the construction of the road in the first place. The road was built by the China Harbour Engineering Company (CHEC) which earned a notorious reputation due to issues with projects in Guyana and Trinidad. Until January 2018, it was even blacklisted by the World Bank and the International Finance Corporation (IFC) because of fraudulent activity. Faulty
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construction has been blamed for a landslide that covered part of the road, which only opened in March 2016.281

The project is mostly deemed controversial because of the known and unknown conditions on the basis of which the Chinese have undertaken its construction. For instance, the Chinese were given a 50 year concession on the toll road, which is much longer than any normal concession, or even than what is allowed under the law.282 Another is the issue of whether an agent’s fee (called “an established practice for large Chinese firms”) had been paid to a government minister that would have amounted to up to USD 12mn.283

A third issue is the extent to which the deal also included land deals. For instance, it is reported that “[i]n return for the investment, Chinese companies will operate the toll road and build three luxury hotels on land granted to them alongside the road.”284 Apart from land adjacent to the road, the Chinese have reportedly also been offered land on the north coast and west of Kingston.285

Finally, there is the issue of using local workers. In this regard, “critics allege that much of the work done by Chinese workers could be done by ordinary Jamaicans” and that there was “opposition from trade unionists who assert that the Chinese presence will do little to lift Jamaicans out of unemployment.”286 In fact, CHEC did not even “recognize the rights of the Bustamante Industrial Trade Union and the National Workers Union to represent Jamaican workers on CHEC’s Highway 2000 North-South Link project.”287 In view of these practices, one opposition MP, Peter Bunting, accused Chinese firms of engaging in ‘economic colonialism’; claims which the Chinese embassy publicly repudiated.288

The issue surrounding the rebuilding of the government district also provides insight into a typical tit-for-tat game that is played out in the local press, where complaints from a business sector or civil society are answered by a Chinese official statement. Following a complaint that local architects were being sidelined in the building of the new complex, the Chinese Embassy responded by noting that the company involved,
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China Construction America, the CSCEC subsidiary, “is a state-owned company. But all state-owned companies in China have to operate on a commercial basis. (…) The government does not intervene in business decisions of the company.” Answering the fear that the Chinese builder could place wiretaps in the parliament complex, it added that “China has no interest in other countries’ internal affairs, be it a friendly country like Jamaica or another country less friendly.”

Chinese companies have been involved in many more projects besides the highway. Examples are the road to Kingston Norman Manley Airport; the Barbican road - a connector road in north Kingston; and the new Parliament building as part of a larger redevelopment of downtown Kingston, executed by China Construction Company of America, CCA, which attracted controversy in the Bahamas. In addition, Chinese firms own various plants and facilities, including Complant, a sugarcane company, and the former ALPART bauxite plant, owned by Jiuquan Iron & Steel Company (JISCO).

The resilience of Jamaica’s civil society prevailed when discussion began about the construction of a transshipment port on the south coast of Jamaica, which could serve as a way station for the BRI in the Caribbean by hosting large container ships from the widened Panama Canal. The project, estimated at USD 1.5bn and to be executed by CHEC, was to be located in the environmentally vulnerable Portland Bight Area. However, a concerted effort by the Jamaica Environmental Trust and the Caribbean Coastal Area Management Foundation ensured that the project was relocated. It will now be a part of the expanded port of Kingston, and become the largest transshipment hub in the Caribbean.

5.1.3 Military ties

As a former British dependency, the Jamaican armed forces have traditionally maintained solid ties with the United Kingdom. Because the government was at times allied with Cuba, military ties with the United States have been uneven.

The military relationship between Jamaica and China commenced in 2004 when, at the invitation of the Chinese side, the Jamaica Defence Force (JDF) dispatched a military officer to participate the 2004 Beijing International Conference on Military
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Environment Protection. That same year, the Agreement on China’s Provision of Military Aid (Gratis) to Jamaica was signed in Kingston between the Ministry of National Defence of the People’s Republic of China and the Ministry of Defence of Jamaica. Subsequently, the Ministry of National Defence of China also offered training courses to military officers from the JDF at regular intervals.295

The military relationship deepened following a 2010 visit to Beijing by Jamaica’s Prime Minister and other ministers. Under a new agreement in 2011, China provided the Jamaica Defence Force (JDF) with USD 1.1mn in military aid and established military exchanges with China.296 The items, which were provided directly by the People’s Liberation Army (PLA) included uniforms, helmets, boots, jungle hats, camouflage fabric and other equipment.297

In view of strengthening its ties with China, the JDF appears to conduct a balancing act between its military partners. In March 2018, for instance, the US Coast Guard Cutter ‘Resolute’ visited the Kingston port, which the United States welcomed as underscoring Jamaica’s “key role in disrupting and dismantling transnational criminal activities in the region”. Hence, the JDF is relatively independent in its choice of preferred partners. This is also made possible because the Jamaican electorate generally has evinced little interest in military issues since independence.298

5.1.4 Political implications

China is arguably the largest influencer today in Jamaica.299 However, this does not mean that the influence of the United States has become marginal. In fact, it is still the main trade partner, and the queues in front of the US embassy visa section are very long indeed. The obsession with achieving parity with the United States even goes so far that China lowered the price for a visa to the same level as what is needed for a US visa. An insider who spoke to the ambassador claimed that the envoy said it was merely “because of reciprocity between Jamaica and China.”300

If the point of China’s investments in Jamaica was to garner its support in international fora, then there is little urgency in that Jamaica already has a voting record that is by-and-large aligned with China’s. Revealingly, a 2007 study on Jamaican
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foreign policy stated that “China sees Jamaica as the leading voice in the Caribbean and has expressly stated that they are interested in Jamaica because of the influence Jamaica has with other CARICOM countries.” This could be why Jamaica is able “to obtain concessionary loans and grants that [it] otherwise would not have [had access to].”

Figure 12. UNGA Voting Similarity between China, Jamaica and the Netherlands

![Graph showing UNGA Voting Similarity between China, Jamaica and the Netherlands.]

Source: Erik Voeten, "Data and Analyses of Voting in the UN General Assembly"

When comparing China’s rising trade and FDI ties to control of corruption, it is noticeable that over time, Jamaica has even somewhat improved on that count. An important domestic factor though is rising xenophobia towards the Chinese who work on the big infrastructural projects. Chinese workers are said not to be integrating into society, mostly because of the considerable language barrier. At the
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same time, Chinese immigrants feel “targeted by criminals” and some are closing
down their businesses.\textsuperscript{302}

To be able to count on societal support for Chinese living in Jamaica, Chinese
institutions such as the local Confucius Institute -which was inaugurated by
Xi Jinping in 2009, and is located on the campus of the University of the West Indies
near Kingston- need to engage in lots of outreach. However, one expert believes China
can do better: “Right now US telecom companies are trying to bring Netflix series to
Jamaica, and this could make a big difference for America’s standing in this country.”\textsuperscript{303}

In spite of the occasional recriminations towards the Chinese presence on the island,
there are also voices that express support. One local expert for instance believed that
the local unions actually support the Chinese projects because they bring in extra
work for Jamaicans. “For every Chinese worker, two Jamaicans are said to have a job.”
What is more, projects such as the north-south highway do bring economic dividends
and are not always ‘white elephants’, some believe. “In the end, the Chinese do what
they do best, and Jamaicans and Chinese get what they want.”\textsuperscript{304}

5.2 Trinidad and Tobago

5.2.1 Introduction

More than any other country in the Caribbean, Trinidad and Tobago embodies the
promises and perils of engaging with the Chinese. As the only island nation in the
region with significant fossil fuel resources, it is of interest to countries such as China
seeking such resources. Although there is some cooperation in this area, China’s
imprint on the country is mostly expressed in large infrastructure projects. While
most of Trinidad’s trade continues to be done with the US, for China, Trinidad is its
most important economic partner in the Caribbean region.\textsuperscript{305} In May 2018, the two
countries signed a formal memorandum so as to make Trinidad & Tobago the first
nation in the eastern Caribbean to be part of the Belt and Road Initiative.\textsuperscript{306}
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The perils of dealing with the Chinese are compounded by the fact that the country is widely seen to be rife with corruption.\(^{307}\) One interlocutor told HCSS that “where Jamaica is a primary school, T&T is the university of corruption.”\(^{308}\) This is partly driven by a “political compulsion of showcasing visible projects for maximizing electoral gains [which] has rendered the region peculiarly susceptible to the allure of Chinese fiscal blandishments.” For instance, for the previous government, the purchase of a Chinese patrol vessel was considered attractive because it was “deliverable prior to (...) elections.”\(^{309}\)

Trinidad and Tobago, while being the richest among the Caribbean island nations, also stands out because of its levels of violence.\(^{310}\) This also seems to spill over in local race relations. With the largest minorities being people of Indian and African descent (both about 37%), there has been an increase in xenophobia and violence directed against Chinese people. The first wave of Chinese immigrants arrived just over 200 years ago. Many of these are well integrated and run many small businesses on the island. There is however a degree of skepticism towards the latest wave of arrivals in Trinidad: “speculation is rife that Chinese immigrants are involved in illicit activities such as prostitution, gambling and trafficking. All transactions are done in cash and are kept within a tight circle of customers.”\(^{311}\)

These developments have seen several Chinese businesspersons being killed in recent years, allegedly because “there was the perception that all Chinese people in T&T had money.” Remarkably, the Chinese actually tried to downplay them, saying that “the attacks were not ethnically motivated” and that it is the result of the country being “in for a rough ride” due to declining oil prices. The killings of Chinese businesspersons could also be the result, though, of Chinese mafia operating in Trinidad, being called Triads, which are “involved in drug trafficking, money laundering, counterfeiting, illegal money lending, illegal casinos and many more illegal activities.”\(^{312}\)

5.2.2 China’s economic ties and flagship projects

China’s clear interest in Trinidad and Tobago is evidenced by the fact that between 200-2015, it received much more in loans than any other Caribbean nation; over
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USD 2.5bn. Like other countries in the region, Trinidad has been facing serious budgetary issues for some time, making low-interest loans from Chinese partners more attractive. In principle, the budget for infrastructure spending is determined annually and made transparent, with the Joint Consultative Council (JCC), the main construction sector lobby in the country, being aware of what will be spent where. In practice however, Chinese-constructed projects have stirred more controversy than perhaps anywhere else in the region.

The most visible among Chinese projects to date is the National Academy for the Performing Arts (NAPA) in Port-of-Spain, which opened in 2009 and was built by the Shanghai Construction Group (SCG), one of the world’s largest construction companies. The project was “built under an undisclosed government to government arrangement with China. There was no competitive tender for the project,” one newspaper reported. What is more, artists who had to use the building identified many shortcomings, and when structural flaws came to the fore, the building was closed in 2015, needing millions in repair costs. The theatre has been closed now for over two years.

The saga surrounding the theatre also highlighted the insidious relationship between SCG and the Urban Development Corporation of Trinidad and Tobago (UDeCOTT), the state-owned real estate development agency. Under former chairman Calder Hart, there had been a “protective” relationship between UDeCOTT and SCG, such that one interviewee said that “the secrecy that shrouds their relationship is like ‘the construction of an embassy.’” It has been suggested that one reason why UDeCOTT awarded so many projects to SCG is because Hart’s wife hails from Shanghai. After his resignation in 2010, he fled the country and was later found in Florida, being charged with embezzlement of TTD 5bn (around EUR 630mn) which has never been accounted for. At the same time, the head of the Shanghai Construction group had been given a 99-year lease on a property just north of Port-of-Spain.
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A subsequent inquiry into government real estate contracts, the so-called Uff Inquiry (2008-10), qualified the award to a consortium led by the Shanghai Construction Group to build the NAPA as “controversial.” It also affirmed that “the quality of Chinese construction has left something to be desired for as serious structural flaws have resulted in the closure of NAPA for more than a year with substantial costs to be incurred in its repair.” In the wake of the Inquiry, The Joint Consultative Council for the Construction industry (JCC) requested in a letter to the then prime minister Persad-Bissessar, that she “halt the present initiatives” and have a broad based consultation on government-to-government deals and “the use of foreign contractors and consultants.”

The NAPA is far from the only project that attracted outside scrutiny. Another well-known case is that of the Couva children’s hospital, which was built by SCG and opened in 2015. Having experienced some incidents during the construction phase, it was never used as a children’s hospital after it opened, and was converted into a teachers hospital in 2018. The Arima hospital, 50 km west of the capital, also became a cause célèbre as building costs were reduced due to cutting expenses relating to corruption. It was financed with a loan from the Chinese Ex-Im Bank, and constructed by the China Railway Construction Caribbean Company, which subsequently came under investigation for fraud in China itself, but was later cleared. That same company has now also been awarded a contract to build a highway interchange worth USD 221mn. The award was steeped in controversy since the first ranked bidder was not awarded the contract. Also, the chairman of the responsible government agency issuing the contract “could not provide the details” on how the project would be funded.

Various Chinese-led projects also attracted attention for issues of local content. This was the case for instance with the construction of the south campus of the University of the West Indies at Debe. Construction of this campus, built by the China Jiangsu
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International Economic Co-Operation Corporation, was once completely halted for undisclosed reasons, leading to significant financial losses.\(^{332}\) It has also been reported that Chinese workers had allegedly been trafficked into the country to work on a construction site in the capital. One local businessman said that “the Chinese were taking food out of the mouths of citizens.”\(^{333}\) However, local content requirements are now increasingly being included in building contracts.\(^{334}\)

In spite of past problems, Chinese construction companies continue to be involved in large-scale projects in Trinidad and Tobago. This is partly also because, as one expert told HCSS, “local companies don’t have the capacity to take on the largest infrastructural projects.”\(^{335}\) Examples of such projects include the Solomon Hochoy Highway, built by the CRCC; the construction of a business park south of the capital -undertaken by Beijing Construction Engineering Group- which is supposed to contribute up to 5% to the country’s GDP,\(^{336}\) a transshipment hub, for which a contract was awarded in 2014 to CHEC, the beleaguered construction firm;\(^{337}\) and a recently announced dry-dock facility, to be built by the China Communications Construction Company.\(^{338}\) There is even talk about having the Chinese fund a bridge to the mainland.\(^{339}\)

### 5.2.3 Military ties

The Trinidad and Tobago Defence Force (T&T DF) has had a relationship with the People’s Liberation Army (PLA) since the beginning of the 21st century, which has since gradually deepened. The willingness of the T&T DF to cooperate with the PLA can be explained by the fact that US involvement in the region decreased in the past decade and a half, compounded by the fact that the USA cut millions in military aid because Trinidad and Tobago refused to exempt American citizens and military personnel from the (ICC), of which former President Arthur Robinson was a chief architect.\(^{340}\)
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In recent years, there have been multiple military staff visits. In 2012 the PLA’s band played at Trinidad’s National Academy for Performing Art for the country’s 50th independence anniversary, which included Chinese music.\(^{341}\) In 2016, the Chief of Trinidad and Tobago Defence Staff, Major General Kenrick Maharaj, was paid a courtesy call by a Military Delegation comprising high ranking Officers from the PLA. The delegation also met with members of the Trinidad and Tobago Defence Force who would have benefited from various types of training in China, in order to keep the ties vibrant.\(^{342}\) China’s military training establishments now annually host a substantial number of officers from Trinidad and Tobago.

In 2014, China made a controversial arms sale to Trinidad and Tobago. Following President Xi’s visit to Trinidad and Tobago in 2013, the island nation’s then prime minister Persad-Bissessar visited China in February 2014, and secured an agreement (earlier rejected by a former Trinidad government) to purchase a long-range maritime patrol vessel facilitated by Chinese loans.\(^{343}\) The ship was actually first ordered by a Chinese province before the central government in Beijing decided the ship should go to Trinidad. This was the first sale of its kind in the region and also the first sale of a non-Western military hardware to the Caribbean nation since the end of the Cold War. The need for such a vessel was widely discussed in the local media, particularly after the Government of Trinidad and Tobago had agreed earlier to purchase a complete package of vessels for the Trinidad and Tobago Defence Force from Netherlands-based Damen Shipyards company.\(^{344}\)

Despite the reduction of US military aid and the increase of Chinese involvement, it is expected that there will be a limit to what the US can accept with respect to Chinese military involvement. Especially in Trinidad and Tobago, which is considered the most important and leading country within the group of small island states in the West Indies, the USA will be very cautious in letting the Chinese build up an overt presence, also in view of Trinidad’s proximity to Venezuela.

### 5.2.4 Political implications

In terms of international support, Trinidad and Tobago appears to be closely aligned with China in regards to the UN General Assembly (see below).
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Figure 14. UNGA Voting Similarity between China, Trinidad and Tobago, and the Netherlands. Voting records match completely with China at 1.00.

Figure 15. Economic and Governance Indicators for Trinidad and Tobago

The trend in relation to controlling corruption is more worrisome, in that it has declined as trade with China has steeply increased. It is also significant in that respect that while the current government repeatedly criticized the previous government under Prime Minister Persad-Bissessar, and that was felt that she was giving away the country to China, the current occupants of the (Chinese-built) office of the prime minister equally engage with Chinese companies and the government in Beijing, and signed Trinidad up as part of the BRI.345

Another point is that corruption is so rife that it is not just Chinese parties that are the only culprits in Trinidad. For instance, a Brazilian firm was also caught paying bribes

The political system in Trinidad is also said to help engender corruption. For instance, there are 41 constituencies in the country with a first-past-the-post system that needs to get financed every election round. And although the country significantly improved its ranking on the Corruption Perceptions Index (moving from 101 to 77 in 2017), there is still a lot of room for illicit dealings. Given the pervasive presence of Chinese construction firms in Trinidad, and the fact that the country’s democracy is not as vibrant as for instance Jamaica’s, Trinidad could continue to exhibit the perils of partnering with Beijing.

5.3 Fiji

5.3.1 Introduction

In 1975, Fiji became the first Pacific Island to establish diplomatic ties with China. Although the two countries have enjoyed very close relations ever since, the strategic relationship deepened even further after the 2006 Bainimarama military takeover. The sanctions regime imposed on Fiji after the coup diminished the diplomatic influence and leverage on Fiji on the part of Fiji’s traditional partners (being New Zealand, Australia and the US) and drove the island closer to China, India and Russia. This pivot is reflected in the government’s ‘Look North’ foreign policy, which explicitly prioritizes an active development of relationships with Asian countries, especially China.

Interest in deepening ties has been mutual: while China has market size, technology and capital, Fiji is abundant in resources, including unused land, forestry, minerals, fisheries and scenery. Fiji is regarded as a geographic and socio-economic hub of the Pacific region, which makes the island particularly relevant for the Belt and Road Initiative. In addition to infrastructure, the Initiative has expanded to cover finance, culture, education, people-to-people relations, and political relations between participating states. Fiji, which constitutes an extension of this Road to the South
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Pacific, perceives its participation in this initiative as a “tremendous opportunity” and “an enabler that will facilitate [Fiji’s] connection to the global community.” 354

From a political point of view, Fiji is home to the regional headquarters of many international governmental and non-governmental organizations,355 and has a long tradition of participating in UN peacekeeping missions. In 2013, Fiji held the chairmanship of the Group of 77 developing countries as the first Pacific Small Island Developing State in the history of the G77. Political importance accorded to Fiji internationally has helped the island gain leverage over other South Pacific island states, making it a strategic partner of choice for China.

In addition to political interests, Chinese investments in Fiji are driven by its economic, military and cultural objectives too. In 2012, the Confucius Institute at the University of South-Pacific (CI-USP) was established in Suva, which served as a springboard for the establishment of Confucius institutes and classrooms elsewhere in the Pacific. In 2015, a Confucius classroom opened in Vanuatu, and another one followed in the Cook Islands Campus.356

For Fiji, the approach towards China has been very positive, largely due to Beijing’s policy of non-interference in domestic affairs, and willingness to provide aid without strings attached.357 While the official view in Fiji towards China remains very positive, the public perception in China (and new Chinese migrants) has started to deteriorate lately.358

5.3.2 China’s economic ties and flagship projects

An important driving force behind China’s policy towards Fiji is its economic interest. In absolute terms, Fiji is China’s major trade partner in the South Pacific. In 2015, the total amount of trade between the two countries reached 344.2 million USD.359 In relative terms, it is comparable to, for instance, Palau and Samoa.
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For a long time, Fiji’s economy largely depended on investment from Western countries. Following the 2006 military takeover, when Western countries withdrew direct capital support from the government, China helped Fiji prevent economic recession by increasing its support and investment. Today, China constitutes the most important source of FDI to Fiji. China, however, does not regard Fiji as a major destination of its FDI and has not even recorded its FDI in Fiji in its statistics yearbook.

According to the Lowy Institute, between 2006 and 2016 Fiji received $359.8 million in Chinese aid in the form of grants and concessional loans. As such, Fiji constitutes the second largest recipient of Chinese aid in the Pacific, right after Papua New Guinea. China’s assistance to Fiji covers various sectors, such as infrastructure, construction, energy, agriculture, healthcare, humanitarian aid and education. Projects such as Somosomo Hydropower Station, Rice Technical Cooperation Project, Juncao Mushroom Demonstration Center or the Navua Hospital Technical Cooperation Project helped promote socio-economic development and improve livelihoods. Infrastructure projects such as Nabouwalu-Dreketi Highway and recently opened Vatuwaqa Bridge and Stinson Parade Bridge eased traffic and brought convenience to public transportation. The vehicle project constitutes another flagship initiative on the island. In the beginning of this year, China provided Fiji with 200 aid vehicles (50 school buses, 50 minibuses, 50 police cars, 30 ambulances and 20 panel vans) to contribute to a better service in healthcare, education and other sectors.
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in rural and urban areas alike.\textsuperscript{366} The Seaport and Airport Security Inspection System Project lists among the notable projects that are yet to begin.\textsuperscript{367}

The Fijian economy also benefits from Chinese outbound travellers and from Chinese investment in tourism, which provides an important source of revenue for the island. In 2015, China and Fiji reached a visa exemption agreement, which produced an increase in Chinese arrivals to the Island (from 28,333 visitor arrivals in 2014 to 48,796 in 2017).\textsuperscript{368} In 2017, China constituted the fourth largest source market of tourists to Fiji.\textsuperscript{369}

\subsection*{5.3.3 Military ties}

The reasons behind China’s interest in Fiji go beyond economics. On the strategic side, there has long been talk of the construction of Chinese naval bases in the Pacific, which would enhance China’s strategic standing in the region. The closest currently to any kind of base is Suva, a key port for China’s deep water fishing, where Chinese Navy’s Yuanwang satellite tracking ships often anchor.\textsuperscript{370} However, China is believed to be exercising caution in this regard: its naval visits have been fewer than those of Australia and New Zealand, and have consisted primarily of medical and non-lethal military aid.\textsuperscript{371}

Fiji lists among the few Pacific Islands nations with military forces.\textsuperscript{372} In addition to weapons transfers, Fiji is benefiting from bilateral military education exchanges and training exercises with the Chinese military (PLA).\textsuperscript{373} China also provides military logistics supplies, has donated computers to Fiji’s Ministry of Defense, and assists in the provision of vehicles, uniforms and stationery equipment for defense personnel.\textsuperscript{374} China has also undertaken and funded numerous infrastructure projects (such as road building or port dredging) with dual use potential that can serve civilian and military purposes alike.\textsuperscript{375} It is reasonable to speculate that in addition to safeguarding its
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maritime interests, China has set the stage for a deepening of military ties, possibly leading to forward basing rights in Fiji in the future.376

5.3.4 Political implications

Fiji has played an important part in China’s diplomatic strategy in the Pacific. The island favors a one-China policy and has decided to close its representative offices in Taiwan in 2017. Although this closure officially followed a review of Fiji’s embassies and missions worldwide, it happened to coincide with Fiji’s Prime Minister Frank Bainimarama attending China’s Belt and Road summit in Beijing.377 Fiji is a staunch supporter of China’s Road and Belt Initiative, which the government considers as “an enabler that will facilitate [Fiji’s] connection to the global community.”378

Despite close ties with Beijing, Fiji is not always fully in line with China’s stance. The issue of the South China Sea provides a good case in point. When Beijing claimed support from Fiji for its position in the South China Sea, Fiji called on all parties to adhere to international law and resolve the territorial dispute peacefully. This move was considered as surprising and a much weaker sign of support than Beijing had hoped for.379

In terms of international support, Suva appears to be very aligned with China with regards to the UN General Assembly voting (see below).

![Figure 17. UNGA Voting Similarity between China, Fiji, and the Netherlands. Voting records match completely with China at 1.00.](source)
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When comparing China’s rising trade and FDI ties to control of corruption, it is noticeable that over time, Fiji has somewhat improved on that count, particularly since 2010. According to Transparency International, political corruption and nepotism constitute main corruption risks in Fiji. An association has been observed between organized crime and recent Chinese arrivals in Fiji (many with Hong Kong connections), which places a strain on Fiji’s economic relations with China. The Chinese have also been associated with corruption in the fishing industry. As a result, the public perception of new Chinese migrants has deteriorated.

A remarkable development is Fiji’s willingness to work with Beijing to deport Chinese nationals suspected of illegal activities back to China. Apparently, Xi Jinping himself pledged back in 2014 that such cooperative behavior would gain Fiji economic benefits. Other issues are possible culture clashes, misunderstandings between Chinese migrants and the islanders, and the environmental impact of tourist arrivals in the absence of sufficient safeguards.

The track record to date of Chinese firms -especially those in the construction business- in the Caribbean provide a reminder that engagement with such firms brings its own set of risks, in particular in those situations where small political elites can easily be swayed and when public scrutiny is wanting.

---
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6. Conclusion

“The tragedy of the Caribbean is that it will never become a priority region for the western powers.” This is what one local expert told HCSS. Another said that the region is “too democratic and not poor enough” for Western countries to pay attention to it. Something similar applies to the South Pacific, where Australia is the only ‘big player’ to take a genuine interest, and needs to appeal to its Western counterparts in order to draw attention to it. In the same way that a ‘Latin American and Caribbean’ strategy almost invariably only focuses on the Southern Cone, it is perhaps telling that in the United States, ‘Pacific strategy’ is often subsumed under the sobriquet ‘Indo-Pacific’ and thus relegates Pacific concerns to a secondary status, behind the much more important Indian Ocean.\(^{384}\)

This gives China by and large free rein in two basins whose strategic importance is only set to increase.\(^{385}\) In a way, it is gaining a foothold, perhaps much more than that, almost in a fit of absent-mindedness, in the sense that it is the island nations themselves who often first knock on China’s door for assistance. Especially in the Caribbean, the Chinese operate very cautiously in the security realm, knowing that the United States will not tolerate an overt assertion of force from an outside power. Analysts note that “the Chinese are not building bases or forging any military ties that could invoke fears of another Cuban missile crisis. But they do see an emerging superpower securing economic inroads and political support from a bloc of developing countries with anemic budgets that once counted almost exclusively on the United States, Canada and Europe.”\(^{386}\)

Looking at the Caribbean part of the Kingdom of the Netherlands, apart from the interest in one hotel on St. Maarten and the oil refineries on Aruba and Curacao, there are no major Chinese involvements identified on the islands. This is partly the case because of the dependency of the islands on the European part of the Kingdom, and that China’s influence is much bigger in key locations such as Jamaica and Trinidad. However, due to the strategic location of the islands, especially Aruba and Curacao, in relation to Venezuela, it cannot be excluded that China will seek to gain a bigger stake in the islands in the future.


\(^{385}\) Zaremba, Haley. “The Caribbean Is Poised To Become The Next Major Oil Region.”

\(^{386}\) Archibold, Randal C. “U.S. Alert as China’s Cash Buys Inroads in Caribbean.”
The nations of the Pacific and the Caribbean will soon be compelled to reconsider their China engagement policies, mostly for the following reasons:

- There is a lack of economic and strategic interest from other regional or outside powers such as the US and Europe, making China the default power in these regions.
- Some countries in these regions still support Taiwan. But the number of countries supporting Taiwan is likely to dwindle-following Dominican Republic, Haiti is rumored to go next387-as China will continue to pressure other countries switch their allegiance.
- China has preferred dealing with countries on a bilateral basis, as a result of which “the Caribbean nations lack the means to leverage better contractual terms with the Chinese.”388 While this has benefited China itself (and some local elites), a common CARICOM position will be called for in the future among Caribbean nations.
- China increasingly considers the South Pacific a strategic kind of protectorate; the Caribbean not (yet).
- Especially in the South Pacific, China has demonstrated that it is prepared to use its economic weight to gain political or strategic leverage.
- When it comes to future permanent military basing, there is definitely more demonstrated Chinese appetite in the South Pacific than in the Caribbean. Pacific countries could therefore face more pressure to facilitate this because of their sizeable external debt to China.
- Influx of relatively large amounts Chinese people (in small countries) can lead to increased xenophobia and tensions within societies.
- Statistically speaking, there is no evident link between Chinese involvement and levels of corruption, but China does show a predilection for engaging with countries with already weak governance structures.

China’s involvement in the Caribbean and the South Pacific has by and large only elicited mild responses. However, in the latter region, Australia and New Zealand have recently decided on a forward-looking response in seeking to tie several island nations into a strategic pact. How this will evolve and how China will respond to this will be most relevant for the region’s future, and can also be instructive for the longer-term future of the Caribbean.

These perspectives should not hide the fact that China can and has also brought positive benefits to the region. In Jamaica, friend and foe agree that the new highway

---

has also brought new economic opportunities, and something similar goes for airports and other vital infrastructure. But China can bring more: it is ready to step up to help island nations become more resilient in the face of climate change and to develop renewable energy resources. The fact that in the Caribbean, China eschews a singular heavy-handed policy akin to America’s war on drugs, enables it to win plaudits for its approach for some time to come. However, as one local expert said, “China’s soft power in the region is very fragile. One major mishap might destroy their reputation beyond repair.” China may thus seem to have the field to itself, but it is still walking on a tightrope.

7. Policy Recommendations

7.1 Economic (National and EU)

- Reconsider the strategic value of investments offered to and made in island nations in the Pacific and the Caribbean in terms of sectors and visibility, with reference to the EU’s Global Strategy (EGS);
- Offer attractive alternatives for Chinese loans and investments;
- Consult with island nations whose levels of indebtedness put them in a vulnerable position, and how to mitigate or prevent such;
- Support regional investment banks and related organizations so that their offerings remain competitive;
- Invest in resilience projects with respect to climate change.

7.2 Political

National:

- Reaffirm the constitutional adherence of the Caribbean part of the Netherlands in concrete ways, ensuring that Dutch or European (investment) partners remain preferred partners;

With the EU and its partners:

- Strengthen EU policies on supporting good governance in either region, especially in cooperation with civil society organizations;
- Empower local media outlets, especially those which engage in investigative journalism;
- Reach out to the United States to reconsider the position of Transatlantic partners towards the Caribbean, especially on the basis of a common strategic assessment of mutual interests in the region;
- Consult more frequently with Caribbean and Pacific nations in international fora so as to be better aligned politically;
7.3 Security (National and EU)

- Rethink our national strategy with respect to security in the Caribbean (presence, power projection, international cooperation etc.);
- Reach out to EU/European partners in particular on reconsidering how to enhance security in the Caribbean and the South Pacific;
- Reach out to the United States in order to promote a wider security policy towards the Caribbean in particular;
- Actively monitor and/or support initiatives taken by Australia and New Zealand to strengthen security in the South Pacific;
- But also: reach out to China in seeking to make it a responsible security partner both in the Caribbean and in the South Pacific.
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